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■“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1836. NO. 18.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Religious Souvenir. 
SABBATH EVENING.
BY REV. MANTON EASTBURN.
Farewell sweet day of rest!—
Gladly at morn 1 hailed thy light;—
And now 1 see thee in the fading west,
Taking thy flight.
Bright, fleeting season, stay:—
N.r to the past yet hurry on;
Still, still, I would detain thee, on the way 
To Sabbaths gone.
Bear was the early sound
That floated from thy joyous bells:
Inviting to the consecrated ground
Where Jesus dwells.
Deserted now thy fanes!
The herald 's voice,—the song—the prayer,
Are silent—but the fragrance still remains
That filled me there.
Calm for the weary breast—
1 hail the foretaste of a life,
Where in an endless Sabbath we shall rest,
From mortal strife.
Saviour, thy gift I sing:
Thine is the day:—thine let it be;
And may each hallowed season nearer bring
My soul to thee !
S E L F-E X A M I N A T IO N;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY 
IN THE YEAR.
FEBRUARY.
19. Do I repine at bodily sickness; or am I thankful for 
the numerous exemptions I have?
20. Does true sorrow and compunction for sin accompa. 
ny my outward mortification of the senses? or do I disdain 
all outward mortification under the plea of spiritual fast­
ing?
21. The wise man says, “It is better to go to the bouse 
of mourning than to go to the bouse of feasting.” (Ecc. 
vii. 2.) Do I ever experience this?
82. Do I try my love fur the word preached, rather by 
the influence it has on my conduct, than by my temporary 
feelings?
23. Have I meditated to-day on the portion of Scrip­
ture I have heard expounded or read?
24. Do I ever hear the word preached with application 
to my neighbour, rather than myself? Why?
25. Am I as ready to suffer, as to do, the will of God?
THE OBSERVER.
HISTORY OF TRINITY PARISH NEWARK 
OHIO.
A Sermon preached in the Church of said Parish on the mor­
ning of the 1th, of Feb. 1836.
Messrs. Editors,— I send you this sermon for publica­
tion in the Observer for the following reasons. 1. It con­
tains local information, such as you have often requested to 
be sent you. 2. I believe its publication may be the 
means of good—the similarity of this church’s history to 
that of some which it was thought expedient to introduce 
into the 'Walk about Zion,' confirms me in this opinion.— 
3. I am expected to give some account of the progress of 
the Parish, through your paper, to the Missionary Society, 
from whom it has received essential aid. And I kno”’ not 
that I can better discharge that duty than in this way.
Georce Denison. 
GENESIS, C. 32, V. 10.
<—with my staff I passed over this Jordan, and now 1 am 
become two Hands.'
This was the language of Jacob, uttered in 
devout prayer and thanksgiving, when he was 
returning with exceeding much wealth to the 
home of his childhood. From that home he 
had fled, long, long before, to avoid the ven­
geance of Esau, and now he was returning 
again with flocks of sheep and goats, and with 
herds of oxen and asses and camels, and with 
men servants and women-servants and children, 
and he sought to appease the anger cf Esau by 
presents; and in bis prayer which he made, 
that he might be delivered, he made humble 
and grateful mention of God’s kindness to him 
in the words of the text—‘ with my staff I pass­
ed over this Jordan, and now I am become two 
Bands.’
It is well sometimes to call to mind the former 
mercies of God, as did Jacob on this occasion ; 
to see how his hand has been with us in all 
our path, and bow he has dealt kindly and truly 
with us, his servants, in order that our hearts may 
be humbled on account of our own unworthiness, 
and that we may be the more encouraged to 
trust that Being for the future, who has dealt 
so kindly with us in by gone years; for the near­
er one lives to God, the more unreservedly will 
he be enabled to say,
‘In each event of life how clear 
Thy ruling hand I see.’
And as all this is true with individual Chris­
tians, so is it, to some extent, also true with 
communities. It would always be so, to a far 
greater extent than it is, were such communi­
ties animated with a right spirit. But alas! this 
is not the case. With our proud, too proud re­
public the effect is often just the reverse: the 
haughty boastings of our public orators upon 
every return of the celebration of our National 
Independence are but too often calculated to 
inflame our national pride, already too great; 
and to awaken feelings utterly at variance with 
the h umility and gentleness of the Gospel of 
Christ. How different was the effect of the re­
trospect ot Jacob upon him ! “ I am not wor­
thy,” said be in his prayer, “of the least of all 
thy mercies, and of all the truth which thou 
hast showed upon thy servant, for with my staff 
I passed over this Jordan, and now I am become 
two Bands.” May the retrospect of all God’s 
mercies and goodness to us, have the same ef­
fect upon our hearts.
1 have selected this text that I might have an 
occasion of calling to our remembrance the deal­
ings of God with us as a church,
A Church be chooses for his own,
A flock that he vouchsafes to feed: 
in the hope,and expectation,and with the prayer, 
that such a rehearsal may tend to good. This 
day is likewise suitable for such a view, for
though a few months ago nothing was further 
from my expectation, I find myself placed in 
quite another relation to this congregation, than 
that in which I have heretofore stood. At the 
last meeting of the Vestry of this Church, a re 
solution was adopted, which, with my concur­
rence, secures my entire services to this con­
gregation for the future. To day these labors 
commence. To-day then this church assumes 
a position I little expected to see her so soon 
occupy,—possessing, and about to enjoy almost 
every facility which a house of'public worship 
can give; and possessing the entire services of 
a minister ■willing, at least, to bear the labor, 
whether he be worthy, or not, to bear the honor 
of so exalted a service. From this point, look­
ing back upon the smallness of our beginning, 
twoyears ago; and then at our present condi­
tion, I feel that I may almost say with Jacob, 
(oh! that it might he with the same humility:) 
‘ with my staff I passed over this Jordan, and 
now I am become two Bands.'
I have often looked back upon the period of 
my coming among this people with utter astonish­
ment, and thought that could I have then seen 
all the now evident weakness of the cause at that 
time,and not have seen the encouragements,which 
were so soon developed after mv arrival, I should 
have shrunk from the undertaking. With hu­
mility do I remember the confidence expressed 
in my first sermon—taking for granted as I did, 
that the cause would succeed. Had I had more 
experience in the ministry, I should probably 
have spoken differently. But God has fully 
answered my highest expectations; and yet he 
has all along accomplished the object in such 
a way as to convince us that it was his own 
work, and that the hand of man was scarcely an 
instrument.
Two years ago, at the time of my arrival, 
there were but four individuals in regular com­
munion with this Church ; and those four were 
1 all females. But the invisible hand of God 
now appears to have been at work in several 
remarkable coincidences. Previous to my arri­
val, and previous to the arrival of the letter which 
announced my coining, God’s spirit had evi­
dently commenced his work, his strange work 
upon the hearts of the people. The few that 
loved the Lord had solemnly resolved to meet 
together for earnest prayer for God’s blessing 
upon the community, and the Church. This act 
on their part was as unknown to me as my com­
ing was to them ; and yet, had I come without 
this corresponding feeling among the people, mv 
coming would have been almost—at least,compa­
ratively, in vain : and, on the other hand, had 
the people manifested the same desire, and no 
minister arrived to counsel and advise—some 
would probably have been bom of God; but then, 
they, in general, would have been scattered among 
Christians of other names; and our Zion never 
have been made glad by their influence. But He, 
who can touch and move the secret springs of the 
complicated machinery of human action and 
society, did all tilings well ; and in this in­
stance literally fulfilled his promise, that before 
his people should ask, he would answer, and 
while they should be yet speaking, he would 
hear—for before the little company of praying 
souls could get together for their first meeting, 
they heard the welcome intelligence, that a mis­
sionary was soon to arrive; and when they were 
met to pray—even before they asked, they were 
answered—for but twenty or thirty minutes pre­
vious to their assembling, your minister, direct­
ed, as he firmly believes, by the unseen hand of 
God in his providence, arrived from a distance 
of 300 miles, at the very house where the little 
party were to meet—himself utterly ignorant of 
the happy circumstances which God in bis spir­
it had been arranging to welcome his approach. 
Surely the hand of God was visible in this mat­
ter from the very first, and prayers ascended 
from that social altar, the first hour after my ar­
rival, which, I doubt not prevailed on high. It 
was a solemn meeting ; and all, I think, felt that 
we came together, by God’s appointing. From 
this time the seriousness, already commenced, 
continued to increase; and ceased not, til! many, 
among whom were nine heads of families, were 
added to the Church. Thus was God’s finger 
visible in the formation of our female circle of 
prayer, which,with scarcely an interruption, has 
continued to the present day; and thus intimate 
ly is its history and influence connected with 
the first and greatest blessing this church has 
ever received; and I have in accordance with 
these circumstances always locked upon that 
little circle of prayer, as at present, almost the 
hope of my church; and just io proportion to its 
prosperity, do I expect to see the prosperity of 
the Church. And whatever strength may be ac­
quired by the male portion of the members of 
the Church, so as to establish—and it cannot 
be too soon effected—a meeting ot another kind 
for prayer, I hope always to regard this circle 
with peculiar affection. And I would urge with 
all the importunity of the most affectionate 
entreaty, upon every female member of the 
church to attend, if possible, and bear her part 
in that praying band; in the origin of which 
God’s finger was so peculiarly manifest, and the 
influence of which his spirit has so openly bless­
This public state of feeling at this time, as 
also this addition to the communion was of much 
importance to the Church in even a pecuniary 
point of view.— In this too God’s finger was vi­
sible. His blessing was not only great in it­
self, hut it received additional importance from 
the time in which it was given. Just when we 
were the weakest—in need of every thing — 
struggling to obtain a place cf worship—una­
ble to raise among ourselves a sufficient sum to 
support the ministry one half of the time—when 
we could truly be compared to a few sheep in 
the wilderness, God sent this gracious rain up­
on his heritage, and refreshed it when it was 
weary. Had this blessing been withheld till 
the present time, we should probably, ere this, 
have fainted. But God's mercy was timely, as 
well as great, therefore, “ not unto us, not un­
to us, but unto Thy name, O Lord, be all the 
praise, for thy mercy and Thy truth’s sake.”
As early in the spring as the weather and 
other circumstances would permit, the corner­
stone of this spacious and elegant building—the 
ornament of the village, and the admiration of 
strangers—was laid. Its walls continued to 
grow with no interruption except from the pes­
tilence and winter, till we were permitted to 
brmg forth its ‘topstone, with shouting, crying 
Grace, Grace, unto it!” Its entire fitness for 
consecration was long anticipated to be as ear­
ly, at least, as the present day; but that plea­
sure is yet in reserve; and in the ordinary pro­
vidence of God, must very soon be realized.— 
And while the church will prove the bond, may 
it never become the idol, or the vain pride of 
the Society.
After the confirmation already mentioned, 
others were added to the communion one by one, 
at greater intervals of time, awaiting confirma­
tion the first opportunity—according to the 
Rubric. For more than a year there was per­
haps no time, in which some one or more, were 
not inquiring what they should do to be saved. 
But the spiritual work in the heart, which, on 
my first arrival, was often accomplished io a 
few days, was now sometimes months in pro­
gress ; and in one or two or more instances, the 
word was much like seed cast among thorns, 
so that, after it was sprung up, the thorns chok­
ed it, and it lias as yet brought no fruit, to per­
fection. The number, thus accumulated, were 
confirmed at the last visit of our beloved Bishop. 
That service was held in this, the basement of 
our Church, when fourteen persons renewed in 
the presence of God and this congregation,their 
baptismal vow—renouncing, in their own name, 
the devil and all his works—the vain pomps and 
glory of.the world with all covetous desires of 
the same, and the sinful desires of the flesh— 
promising, that with God’s assistance,they would 
never more either fallow, or he led by them. 
May they be true to this solemn pledge: and 
God’s grace assisting them, may they daily in 
crease more and more in his Holy Spirit, until 
they all come to his everlasting kingdom.
A few more are, at this time, ready I trust, 
and awaiting the earliest opportunity to renew 
their baptismal vows io thatiite of confirma­
tion, practised, we believe, ever since the Apos­
tles’ days. Oh! that this number might in 
crease. Oh! that the spirit of God would come 
down and bless his people, that we might see 
far, far greater numbers added to the Lord — 
For if we but torn one leafin the history of the 
condition of this community, we should seea far 
other picture than that which we have now 
been contemplating. What numbers are there 
yet strangers to God! What numbers who have 
not yet embraced the Gospel of God, their Sa­
viour I
Many of those who have thus become attach­
ed to our communion, were previously igno­
rant of our peculiarities, or knew them only 
through the medium of false report, and the 
most unfavorable prejudices; and many are the 
hard things which have been said, in former 
years against our Liturgy by some who now 
feel its power, and love its beauty. Some com­
menced occasionally attending our service with 
strong prejudices against us, which have long 
since yielded to the force of truth, and are now 
exchanged for the ardor of unfeigned attach­
ment. In the history of this church, I have 
often observed this fact—that, when indi­
viduals had become somewhat familiarly ac­
quainted with our service, before they had be­
come Christians, one of the first evidences of 
their being born of God's Spirit was an appre­
ciation, and love of the beauty and spirituality 
of the liturgy. This seemed to be as early as 
even the hive of the Bible, showing that the one 
breathes the spirit of the other. They may be­
fore have seen its external symmetry; but never 
before had they felt its power, and appreciated 
its heavenly grace—and their present attach­
ment is as strong, and as ardent, to the church, 
and its institutions, as if they had been always 
educated in its bosom. This fact, viz: a strong 
attachment to the church growing up upon fa­
miliar acquaintance, is observable every where. 
Within the past week I have been asked by a 
clergyman of another denomination, to explain 
this fact, why it was that Episcopalians so lov­
ed the church, even though they do not agree 
in other things, they will cleave to this,and will 
not allow personal feeling to interfere with their 
regard for the church, lie said that he had ob­
served it oftentimes. May this same spirit 
among us in time to come be even more con­
spicuous than in time past, ‘that there may be 
no seism in the body —that as we have one 
Lord, one faith, one Baptism, so may we be per­
fectly joined together in the same mind, and in 
the same spirit.
*****
Finally, as God has blessed us in times past, 
let us, like Jacob, trust him for the future.— 
‘Only cleave ye steadfastly unto God;’ and while 
the history of the past is, ‘ with mys/fl^TI pass 
ed over this Jordan, and now I am become two 
Bands,’ the history of the future shall be, that 
‘ ye shall break forth on the right hand and on 
the left,’ and possessing the peace of the Lord, 
Christians of every name shall call you, blessed.
ed.
A few weeks after my arrival the seriousness 
of which I have already spoken resulted in the 
addition of eleven individuals to the church in 
the holy rite of confirmation: nine of whom 
are still resident in the parish; and these have 
all (I trust) continued to adorn the doctrine of 
God their Saviour. At the first communion sea 
son, which was on Easter, these eleven with six 
others, who had been communicants elsewhere, 
were found at the table of the Lord. Those 
were days long, long to be remembered. The 
arrows from that bow, which God’s ministers can, 
at best, only draw at a venture, seemed direct­
ed to the hearts of many by that same hand 
which has already appeared so visible in all 
this history. A spirit of earnest supplication 
and devout feeling was abroad among the peo 
pie; and the Holy Ghost blessed, as he always 
has, and always will bless, such a state of mind.
From the Church Advocate.
DR. DWIGHT ON EPISCOPACY.
Dr. Dwight was unquestionably as much dis­
tinguished as any American Congregationalist 
or Presbyterian has ever been, and his opinion 
has perhaps had as much weight as that of any 
non Episcopalian in the world, within the last 
fifty years. He thus speaks of Episcopacy— 
See Theology, vul. iv. 245, edition 5. “ Nor
can I willingly adopt the severe aspersion thrown 
upon it by individual Presbyterians. I cannot 
but remember, and remember with emotions of 
gratitude and respect, the very great and ben­
eficial exertions made by the English Church in 
the cause ot Christianity, and made in many in­
stances by the dignitaries of that Church.— 
Butler, Berkley, Jewell, Beveridge, Bedell, and 
Wilson were Bishops. Cranmer, Leighton and 
Usher were Archbishops. Qranmer, Latimer, 
and Ridley were martyrs.
“ In that Church also, real religion has at 
times flourished to a very considerable extent. 
Like other Churches, it has had its bright and 
dark days; but it has undoubtedly sent multi­
tudes of its members to heaven, and at the pre­
sent time, is fast rising in the gradations of pi­
ety.”
Dr. Dwight has now been dead nearly twen­
ty years. He had no doubt uttered the above 
sentiments often and habitually, for he repeated 
his theological course every four years. His 
testimony is of great value for several reasons. 
It shows abundantly, that the Church had been 
“ aspersed,’’ and not only so, but aspersed with 
“severity.” It shows, that, as she existed in 
his day in this country, with her members “few 
but undismayed,” she was beginning to live down 
calumny, and. her antagonists themselves being 
judges, to rise fast in the gradations of piety.— 
If she could do this in her almost infantile im­
becility, what would so candid and liberal a dis­
sentient from her, as the late President ol Yale 
College, say of her condition and prospects now, 
when she has outstripped her former self al­
most immeasurably? And how ought those to 
look and feel, ivho can s/ZZZ “severely asperse’ 
the Church, when he, who was accounted and 
sometimes called a downright pope for the 
weight of his opinions, could eulogize her so 
freely, while she was well nigh struggling for 
existence? If wisdom is justified of her chil­
dren, what are they?
“WE HAVE NO BIBLE.”
It was a cold Saturday in December—the 
gathering clouds bespoke the approaching storm. 
“It is too cold to snow,” said my fellow travel­
ler, as he gathered his cloak closer around him. 
We had rode fifteen miles—night was coining 
on; andwe were approaching the neighborhood 
of a neat and pleasant house of worship, in 
which 1 had occasionally, for several years, 
preached the word of life. This was the termi­
nation of our present ride—I was to preach 
there the next day. In a retired spot, at a little 
distance from the way we were passing, resided 
a numerous family, much secluded from the 
world. It may be recorded to their honor that 
they were strictly temperate, and we believe, 
industrious—and the mother was a “keeper at 
home,” quite beyond the spirit of the apostle’s 
injunction. Though they resided within a mile 
of one of those country corners, at which are a 
meeting house, stores, a tavern, town-house, 
&c. it was reported in the neighborhood, that 
the mother had not been at the corner for se­
venteen years. Neither parent was accustom­
ed to go up to the house of worship—the}' knew 
not the blessings of the sanctuary—the social 
sympathies excited by assembling together on 
each returning Sabbath in the house of God ; 
the intellectual advantages of weekly religious 
instruction—the communion of kindred spirits 
before a throne of grace—the lifting up of the 
heart to a great and invisible Spirit—the hope 
in the earthly sanctuary of a house not made 
with hands’, were pleasures which they had 
never tasted, for which they had no relish, and 
of which they had formed almost no conception.
But parental affection—what will it not do— 
had prompted them to yield to the desire of 
their children to go occasionally with others to 
the house of God—here they heard truths 
which they had never heard at home—truths 
which were all new and strange to them. But 
there was a member of the family, a daughter, 
who had for many months been detained from 
the sanctuary by a lingering and painful sick­
ness. I had heard that she wished to see me— 
shall we now ride to the house? Chilling winds, 
a gathering storm, and approaching midnight 
seem to forbid a visit at present. But recol­
lecting that whoever will accomplish much in 
such a world as this, must take things in their 
proper season, I resolved not to postpone my 
intended visit. Accordingly we rode to the 
doorot the lonely dwelling, and met a cordial 
reception from the whole family. It was appa­
rent that the afflictions of the daughter had 
softened the hearts of the parents, and howev­
er little desire they might have to obtain reli­
gious instruction for themselves, they rejoiced 
in whatever might gratify the wishes of their 
afflicted child. \Ye were soon introduced into 
the sick daughter’s apartment. It was comfort­
ably fitted up and well warmed by one of those 
cheerful fires which a woody country so readily 
affords. The afflicted young woman was a lit- J 
tie disconcerted by the unwonted presence of 
strangers—yet it was apparent that the visit 
was to her no unwelcome intrusion. Both her 
words and her countenance bespoke no ordina­
ry anxiety of mind. It could not be concealed 
that she was revolving in the deep recesses of 
her heart, that momentous question—“What 
shall I do to be saved?” After pointing her to 
Christ as the Saviour of sinners, reference was 
made to the Bible. In a tone and manner, the 
meaning of which could not be mistaken, she 
replied, “ We have no Bible, Sir.” This decla­
ration was one of those most unlooked for oc­
currences which sometimes break in upon us 
by surprise, awaken trains of thought of the 
videst range, and of the most interesting char­
acter. Who could forbear to meditate on the
unsearchable compassion of Christ, that he 
should pass by the “wise and prudent," and vi­
sit such a “babe;” without the Bible; without 
any friendly voice to declare the love of Christ, 
and with no other religious knowledge than 
some broken fragments gathered from a few ser­
mons in the house of God, and a few lessons 
in a Sabbath school ? And who can doubt the 
value of associations to procure Bibles, or of 
laborers to distribute them ? A Bible has since 
been sent to this family. May it make them 
wise to salvation.—Zion's Advocate.
From Philip’s Beauty of Female Holiness. 
RACHEL, AN ALLEGORY.
Both young men and maidens venerated the 
aged Sheshhazzar, and vied with each other in 
honoring his gray hairs as ‘a crown of glorv.’ 
He was a second conscience to all the youth of 
Beersheba, who studied to maintain a good con­
science toward God or man. When the young 
men looked upon the daughters of the Canaan- 
ites, and thought of allying themselves with 
‘aliens from the commonwealth of Israel,’they 
remembered that Sheshhazzar would not bless 
the forbidden union; and turned their atten­
tion to the daughters of the covenant. When 
the maidens at Beersheba were fascinated by 
the garb and bearing of the sons of Belial, they 
felt that they could not meet the eye of the ho­
ly Patriarch, and drew their veils closer around 
them in the streets. Thus, all the plans of the 
young had a tacit reference to his opinion, and 
the hope of his approbation and benediction, 
mingled with their brightest prospects. ‘What 
will Sheshhazzar think of me?' was a question 
which, however, simple in itself, disentangled 
whole webs of sophistry, and unmasked the 
most plausible appearances. It revealed the 
secrets of the heart to the conscience, and the 
frauds of the conscience to the judgment. It 
was, indeed, a simple question ; but it searched 
the reins like ‘ the candle of the Lord,’ be­
cause all who reflected, felt that the good old 
man could have no object but their good; and 
that whatever influence he had acquired over 
them was won, not by stratagem, but by weight 
and worth of character. It was the spell of his 
fine spirit, which, like the mantle of Elijah, cast 
upon the ploughman of Abelineholah.drew them 
after him with ‘ cords ol love.’ Amongst the 
daughters of the covenant, who listened to his 
wisdom, and loved his approbation, Rachel was 
the most enthusiastic. She was modest as the 
lily of the valley, but sensitive ns the trem­
ulous dew drops which gemmed it. Like the 
clouds of the spring upon Carmel or Hermon, 
she wept and smiled in the same hour. Her 
spirit soared at times like the eagle of Engedi, 
until lost in the light which is foil ol glory; and 
anon it drooped like the widowed dove in the 
gloomy avenues of Heshbon and Kedron. She 
was alternately glowir.g and freezing ; two high 
or two low. Io all things but in her modest gen­
tleness, she was the creature of circumstances. 
Even in religion she had no fixed principles.— 
She was feelingly alive to its beauties, hut dead 
to its real spirit. Whilst it inspired thoughts 
which breathed, and words which burned with 
Immortality, she was enraptured with it; but 
when its oracles or ordinances led to thoughts 
of penitence or works of humiliation, she had 
no sympathy of spirit with them. She wept in­
deed over her fallen nature', hut because it 
was fallen from the moral image of Jehovah.— 
The loss of intellectual power, not the loss of 
holy feeling, grieved her. She felt deeply mor­
tified, because she could not maintain all the 
mental elevation of a rational being ; and she 
thought her mortification, humility! She de­
plored the weakness and waywardness of her 
mind, in the strongest terms of self-abasement ; 
but not because her mind disliked secret prayer 
and self-examination. She lamented that she 
had so little communion with God; but it was 
not the communion of a child with a father, nor 
of a penitent, with a Saviour, but the commu­
nion of a poet with the God of nature—of a 
finite spirit with the infinite Spirit—that had 
charms for her. She admired the prophets : 
but not for the holiness which rendered them 
temples meet for the holy Spirit to dwell in, 
and speak from ; but because of their myste­
rious dignity, as the ambassadors of Heaven. 
She gloried in the altars and mercy-seat of the 
temple; not as they were types of salvation by 
the atonement of the promised Messiah, hut 
as they were the seat and shrine of the cloud of 
glory and the sacred fire.
All this Sheshhazzar saw and lamented. But 
Rachel was gentle, and he loved her; she had 
genius, and he admired her. Men of one idea 
thought her mad; and men with half a heart 
deemed her a mere visionary Sheshhazzar re­
garded her as a young vine among the rocks of 
the Dead Sea, whose grapes are embittered by 
the bitumen of the soil; and he hoped, by trans­
planting and pruning, to displace its poisonous 
juices. But the difficulty was, to convince her 
that even her w'rZtzes were like the grapes of 
Gomorrah, unfit to be presented ‘ before the 
Lord, in the wave-offering of the first-fruits,’ 
or to be mingled i:i ‘ the drink offering.’ They 
were, indeed, so, for, like the vines of Gomorrah 
she bore fruit to herself, not to the glory of 
God. Her morality was high toned; but only 
because she reckoned immorality beneath the 
dignity of female character. Her taste was 
simple: but only because she deemed follies un­
worthy of her talents. Her sympathies were 
prompt and tender: hut they were indulged 
more for the luxury of deep emotion, than for 
the sake of doing goon. \\ hat became her—as 
a woman, and a woman whom Sheshhazzar reck­
oned ‘one of a thousand, was both the reason 
and the rule of her excellences. She never 
prayed for grace to sanctity or sustain her char­
acter: and as het tastes and pursuits were far 
above even the comprehension, as well as the 
level of ordinary minds, Rachel never suspect­
ed that her ‘ heart was not light with God.’—
I he elders of the city had, indeed, often told 
her so in plain terms, made plainer by the shak­
ing of their hoary heads; but, although she 
was too gentle to repel the charge, she only
IS
pined <htir prejudice*. SheUibaezjr, as she 
imagiueJ, thought very differently of her: and 
his smile was set again*! their in*iuuatious. He 
perceived this mistake, and proceeded to cor- 
ractit. He had home with it long, in hope 
that it would gradually correct itself. He had 
made allowances, and exercised patience, aud 
kept silence ou the subject, until hi* treatment 
of Rachel began to be reckoned w eakness, and 
not wisdom, by hi* beat friend*. His plan had 
beeu to bear aloft bi* young eaglet upou bis 
owu mighty wings, until she breathed the air of 
spirits, and bathed in the light of eternity; aud 
then to throw her off upon the strength of her 
own pinion*, that she might, whilst he hovered 
near to intercept a sudden fall, soar higher in 
the empyrean of glorv and come down ‘changed 
iuto the same image/ aud humbled by the ‘ ex­
ceeding weight* of that glory. But the ex­
periment failed: she descended mortified be­
cause of her weakness, not humbled because 
of her un worthiness- He resolved, therefore 
* To rttsngv Uis ItauJ, *im! cttcck bwr |tridr.*
* Rachel,* said Shewhhassar, ‘the first day ol 
vintage is near at baud, and there is hut little 
fruit on roy vines: could we not send to the 
Dead Sea lor grapes of Gomorrah, aud present 
them before the Lord. •• as a wave-offering, and 
pour them out as a drink-offering?’
Rachel wa* surprised at the question; fur it 
was put solemnly, aud betrayed no symptom of 
irony.
• Gropes of Gomorrah!' Rachel exclaimed: 
•ask rather, it strange fire, or a torn lamb, may 
bo safely presented at the altar ol Jehovah?— 
But Sheshbaaaar mockcth hi* handmaid. The 
curse is upon all the ground of the c'lic* of the 
plain; anu moreover, the grapes ol Gomorrah 
are u* bitter as they are beautiful. Even the 
wild goats turn aw ay from the vines of Sodom. 
What doe* my father mean? The form of thy 
countenance is changed! Like the spies, I will 
(O to Eshcol or Engedi for clusters to present
eforo the Lord; for the Lord our God is ayea/- 
out God.*
‘True, my daughter,’ said Shcsltbazzar; ‘and 
if it would be sacrilege to present the grapes of 
Gomorruh in the wave-offering, becuuso they 
grow on the land of the curse, uud have imbibed 
its bitterness; how must u jealous und holy God 
reject the houiuge of u proud spirit? The 
fruits ol that spirit draw their juices from n soil 
more deeply cursed than tho Asphaltic,— and 
of which Gomorruh, when in (lames, wus hut 
u feeble emblem.*
‘But, Shcshbazzur,’ tuid Rachel, * to whom 
doe* this apply? Not to your spirit; for it is a 
veiled seraph, lowliest m itself when loftiest in 
its adoring contemplation. And my spirit—is 
too weak to bo proud. 1 feel myself it mere 
atom amidst infinity. I feel less than nothing, 
when I realize the infinite Spirit ol the universe.’
•It is well my daughter: hut what do you feel 
when you realize Him ns the Holy One who in­
habited) eternity ? ILtehell I never heard you 
exclaim, “God he merciful to mu n sinner!"— 
You have called yourself an atom in the uni­
verse—an insect in the solar blaze—an imper­
fect grape on the vine of being; any thing but 
n sinner. It was not thus thnt Abraham, nnd 
Job, nnd Isaiah, felt before the Lord. It is not 
thus that I feel. You think inc like the grapes 
of Silnnali and Engedi, ripe for the service of 
tire heavenly temple. Alt, my daughter! no­
thing hut “the blood of the everlasting cove­
nant" keeps me from despair; and there is 
nothing else between you ami Topliet.'
Rachel trembled. She had never remarked 
the humility of the Patriarchs, nor paused to 
consider what the soul and sin must he—seeing 
they required such an atonement. .She retired 
weeping; and, for the first time, retreated into 
her closet to pray for mercy.
For llw Gambier Olwcrrcr.
Mksshs Editors,—In the Observer of the 
23d ult. is contained n brief account of the do­
ings of the friends of education in the late Con­
vention nt Columbus. It is stated thatarcso 
lution was adopted by the Convention, calling 
upon the friends ot education in Ohio to form 
County Associations, auxiliary to tho state So­
ciety; in order that the greatcstpossihle amount 
of influence might he brought to hear upon the 
cause.
This resolution, as it seems to me, is not only 
worthy of consideration ; but also should excite 
to action, immediate, united and persevering ac­
tion. Especially should it arouse us to an ex 
amination of our own county. What is the 
state of education in our vicinity? Does Knox 
county stand in the van in the crusade against 
ignorance? Is she well panoplied—prepared 
not only to conquer and defend all within her 
own borders; but also to lend a helping hand 
to her weaker sisters? Are her youth now 
enjoying such advantages for the acquirement 
of useful knowledge as they ought; or even ad­
vantages equal to those in many other portions 
of our State? These questions, I fear, roust 
be answered in the negative. And why is this ? 
Why should not Knox county be distinguished 
for the intelligence of its inhabitants ? Having, 
nearly in its geographical center, an Institution, 
which at least is regarded as one of the first in 
the state, ought not the whole county to present 
a bright and dazzling picture to the beholder ? 
Like the sun in the heavens, a literary Institu­
tion should send (forth in every direction its glad­
dening rays, penetrating and dispelling the 
thickest mists of ignorance and superstition; 
and finally spreading over the whole vicinity a 
perfect blaze of light and truth. But how dif­
ferent is the appearance of our county! Not 
that wo suppose wc are inferior to many others;
should be superior. We should notbut wc f
rest satisfied with doing what others do; pro 
vided it be in our power to do more. Yet what 
have we—what have any of our citizens done, 
compared with those of some other counties, 
to advance the cause of education among the 
people? Who of us have devoted our time to 
elsrwh’ere1’0'1’ W'lh tbe fricnds education 
Who of u/hJve \CSt mCa'” l° be I’ursued ? 
ty, for the porpoie of ,^P?rtlon: of °/r coun* 
of education U; anq f r'."?R what ‘he state 
more immediately cnnn *’/'i'"8’ wilh tbosc 
schools, as to thc'best cour.L' . Wllb common 
sired object? 0 attain the dfc-
Doubtlew there are many, very m 
the limits of our county who cannot^ ,within 
who do not enjoy an opportunity of ® 
even this. And can wc-can any, who kn’ow 
the benefit accruing from a Common Schoo,
education, reiuaiu at ease while things are in 
this condition in our midst ? Are «re not call­
ed upon as patriots, as philanthropists, and as 
Christians, to exert whatever of influence we
may possess; and personally to do all in our great masse* o our 
power, to aid in the diffusion of knowledge 
among our citizeus? For, while it is true that 
mere intellectual culture without moral influ­
ence cannot be relied upon as the palladium of 
a republican government; it is equally true, 
that uuless this knowledge be diffused among 
•II classes of the community, such a govern­
ment cannot long exist. The happiness of man 
to > is superior to that of the brutes only so far 
as it arise* from the cultivation of those powers, 
which distinguish him from them. Besides, al­
though intellectual pride cause* some men to 
disbelieve; yet, ordinarily, the heart is affected 
as the head is ioformed—or in other words, the 
capacity of reading and understanding divine 
truth, although nut absolutely necessary, is, in 
all ordinary cases, a powerful auxiliary in the 
conversion of meu. We unhesitatingly avow it 
at our belief, that, upon the prevalence ot such 
knowledge, a* our Common School* are design­
ed to convey, depend, under God, our existence 
as a nation, and our happiness os individuals, 
both here and hereafter.
And, if this be so, do we wish for any strong­
er motives to excite us to exertion iu this cause, 
or can any stronger he brought forward to en­
gage our attention in any other project? But 
what can bo done? How can tiie cloud of ig­
norance, which overshadows so much of this 
fair land, be removed ? This is a question, the 
consideration of which should not cease to oc­
cupy our thoughts, until we arrive at a full and 
satisfactory answer. Nor need wc deliberate 
long—the experience of others is before our 
eyes. The results of the efforts of the friends 
of education in New England, as also in the 
Empire State, are such us to decide the ques­
tion at once. Measures, which have done so 
much good there, cannot fail ol being beneficial 
here. And, ultliough by following in their steps 
we can claim nothing of originality, vet it is 
certainly the part of wisdom and philanthropy to 
adopt all proper meusures to attain u desirable 
end, whatever or wherever may have been their 
origin. Among tho means which experience 
shows to be the most efficacious for uwukcning 
an interest, umong ull classes of the communi­
ty, in the cause of education, the formation of 
County Associations, by bringing together the 
friends of the cause, and thus enabling ull to 
profit by the experience of each, holds a promi 
neilt place. Consequent upon this, if a proper 
spirit be aroused, is energetic and persevering 
action. And, as the results of this action, the 
whole county is explored—the precise state 
of tho common schools is ascertained—whatever 
is wrong in them is removed, and whatever is 
found to be beneficial in one, is adopted more 
readily in others. Nor is this nil—a general in­
terest—a kind ol follow feeling iscxcited among 
all engaged in teaching; and, what is of still 
more importance, parents, particularly the men 
of influence and intelligence, by having the 
subject thus brought before them, nre led to 
give it their attention, until their feelings be­
come interested. When this is done no sinull 
amount of good is accomplished; for if they 
are interested they will manifest it by ihclr con­
versation ; and thus, besides their influence up­
on the community in general, they will exert a 
direct and almost irresistible influence upon the 
youth—tho members ot the schools. But it is 
needless to enlarge upon these points. They 
commend themselves to tho feelings und to the 
judgment of nil.
And now, Messrs. Editors, why shall wc 
not act ? Are there not many, who have 
enough of self-denial and perseverance to en­
gage in, and to carryout, the system, recom­
mended by the Convention nt Columbus, 
so far as Knox County is concerned? That 
such is the fuct wc cannot doubt. All, that is 
ncccssnry, as it seems to us, is that some per­
sons should step forward, should make them­
selves prominent in the business; nnd thus 
show thnt their minds arc decided, that some­
thing must be done. And to whom shall we
look to take this step rather than to yourselves ? 
Have not the friends in education of Knox 
County a right to expect you to give the first 
impulse to the hall ; or rntlier to furnish the 
nucleus itself? You would doubtless do this 
effectually, were you to determine upon the 
time and place, when and where it would be 
expedient for the friends ot education in the 
county to assemble; and give notice of the same 
through the Observer. Such a meeting would 
in nil probability be very thinly attended; so 
much so that it might not be expedient, at that 
time, to form an association ; but some choice 
spirits would be there without fail; and of these 
a sufficient number would doubtless volunteer to 
explore the whole county, ascertain facts con­
nected with the subject of education, and by 
conversing with individuals in every township, 
interest their feelings in the subject; and thus 
secure an overflowing attendance to a subse­
quent meeting, at which a County Association 
might be formed under the happiest auspices.
S.
“ I really feel discouraged when I bear of 
With the general spirit of the following communication S° mucb l>me and talent, and health
every Christian “lover ot concord” must be pleased. It 
is copied from a late number of “Abbott’s Religious Mag 
arine, and was sent OS for publication by a much respected 
subscriber. We consent to publish it mainly to show how 
the evils of division and scctarism, and the importance 
of “Christian Union” ars now regarded by congregational 
jsls. It is needless for ns to say that we dissent from some 
of its statements, and deem its plan of Christian Union, to 
be wholly impracticable, to say nothing more. Our corres­
pondent’s views, in requesting its publication will be seen 
from the following remarks which accompanied the Cdm- 
munication—“I do think that these inconsistencies in the 
Cbnstian world should be kept before the mind, till they 
give place to love and charity. Not that I would look for 
•n amalgamation of all denominations. But for larger 
measures of forbearance and love. To those who do not 
habitually mtngle with the unconverted world, it is impos­
sible to convey an accurate idea of the tremendously inju- 
nous tnfluence, which these quarrel, among Christians ex- 
CIIRISTIAN UNION.
Very many of the fire, which are continually 
.ml »“>■"?« greet citie., arc known £
work Of incendiaries; and it is said that 
Wer® actflua,,y caught dur- 
York it 1 ,c reccnt conflagration in New 
c act of plunder. What proportion of
who were .email, engaged, allowed them- 
__ »i,u raider must ludce. inis.
sequentlv to this account, it has obtained a ve-
ry general popularity from the sp.endi ea ° 
gium prouounced upon it by the late Lord By­
ron. Little as the author himself seemed to 
value the shadowy prize of poetic reputation, 
or of any mere worldly distinction, it appears 
but an act of literary justice to establish Ins 
claim to the production of a poem so justly 
and so honorably appreciated, by gj»<ng * a 
place among his more valuable remains. 1 he 
noble poet’s enthusiastic admiration ol tins 
nameless and unpatronized effusion of genius, 
is authenticated in a late work, entitled “Med- 
win’s conversations of Byron.” The impress of 
such a name upon the poetic merits of an ode, 
deemed not unworthy of Ins Lordship s own 
transcendent power, is too valuable not to be 
recorded here. . ..
The passage alluded to occurs in vol. u. p 
154 (second edition) of the above mentioned
selves to be taken, the rea r t j g - 
„e, i.only on. ol the .houtand ...d,canon, of 
the exceedingly corrupt .tele into
great ma.«. of onr population are gelt.ng.- 
While .hi. procc. of mm to the million n 
oa, ho- are the leading raiiids In the thru an 
emo,unity occupied ? Not a lew are cogged 
in hitter Ji.putti about theological .ubtlet «, 
-Inch none hut trained metaphysician, can on- 
demand, in tierce and ub.ni.ate struggles lor 
ecclesiastical pu.er, or in controversy about 
die form, mid mode, ol organization in .loch 
Christianity is embodied. .
Dr. Beecher, after a quarter of a century of 
unwearied and successful eflort, in preaching 
the gospel, is arraigned before ecclesiastical 
courts under the accusation of hypocrisy an 
slander!! And the Rev. Mr. Barnes, the elo 
,readier, the learned commentator, the
rhicb the ron
uue.it preacher, (lie l ru^ fln(j -g Qg fo||O4VS.
. ' ho-*: ! .WX .he iS perfect he .ha.
the contention* and petty jealousies, of those 
w ho represent the church o, Christ. Here are 
Congregationalists, Presbyterians and Episco­
palians, Baptists and Methodists,old school men 
and new school men, Taylorites and lylerites, 
new measure men and anti-new measure men, 
all contending a* though the redemption o, the 
world depended on their hair-splitting distinc­
tions. Aud in the din and fury of this conflict, 
“Christ and him crucified,’’ which they ull re­
gard as the great power of God to salvation, is 
neglected and almost forgotten.
It is still, however, pleasant to know, that 
while the few arc fanning the flames of discord, 
und fomenting jealousies,and filling the religious 
community with tumult and apprehension, the 
great majority of the clergy and laymen ot all 
eliristian denominations, are peacefully und per­
severing,y laboring to promote peace on earth, 
and good will among men.
Our country seems to stand at the head in 
respect to the number and variety and bitter­
ness of its sectarian wars; but the same specta­
cle substantially is exhibited every where in 
Christendom, though in the old world, the war 
is more entirely one of forms.
“ The Presbyterian is the established religion 
of Scotland," says Mr. Colton, “and the king 
of Great Britain is a dissenter in his own do­
minions, as soon ns lie gets north of the 1 weed.
It is curious to see how intolerance is doomed 
to encounter intolerance. The Church of Eng­
land unchurches her legitimate daughter, the 
Episcopal Church of the United States. 1 lie 
Kirk of Scotland d<»u« tho same to the Ameri­
can Presbyterian Church. American Episco­
palians cannot preach in England, nor can 
American Presbyterians preach in the Kirk of 
Scotland. England unchurches Scotland, and 
Scotland, England ; and both shut out the Unit­
ed States. Shame upon us ull und upon ull the 
world."
VVliat a strange creature is man ! The Amer­
ican Episcopalian cannot admit to his pulpit 
his Congregational or Presbyterian brother, and 
when he or even his Bishop crosses tho Atlan­
tic. every Episcopal brother closes his pulpit 
aginst him. The old school Presbyterian ivho 
closes his pulpit against the supposed heresy 
of the New Knglund clergyman, buoomoo him­
self a heretic, when he visits his parent Church 
in Scotland. Dr. Spring is a heretic in Scotland, 
and Bishop Mcilvainc is ecclesiastically out­
lawed by the very Church which gave him his 
robe.
With these remarks wc introduce the follow­
ing extract to the editors, from a missionary in 
Asia.
Oodooville. Ceylon, Jan. 21, 1835.
“ I wish to suggest a thought which lias been 
on my mind for a few days past. 1 see that 
“ Voluntary Associations’ are common and 
most powerful in the world on the subject of 
temperance, slavery, science and religion.— 
Now the Gospel goes on this plan. The church 
is nothing more than a voluntary association, or i 
at least, in its largest acceptation. What I ) 
want to see is an association of ministers, form- 1 
cd on general and broad Gospel privileges,with 1 
aconstitution embracing the following thoughts: I
“ We, the members of the Epicopalian, Meth- j 
odist, Baptist, Presbyterian and Congregation- ■ 
al denominations, agree to allow each brother ! 
all the privileges of church government and1 
discipline belonging to his own denomination— ' 
to abstain most conscientiously from using, in 
each other’s Society or assemblies, those forms 
ot speech peculiar to our own sect, when we ' 
have the least apprehension that they will be 1 
unacceptable—to preach no doctrine peculiar
to our own sect, before another man’s society__
to unite on the broad principle of “knowing no­
thing but Jesus Christ and him crucified”_ to1
exchange with each other as often as may be 
convenient and profitable—to enjoy all the ordi ! 
nances of God in common, especially that of 
the Lord s Supper—to abstain entirely from all
had been produced. Shelley contended foi 
Coleridge on Switzerland, beginning, ‘ Ye 
clouds, &c.; others named some of Moore s 
Irish Melodies, and Campbells Hohenlinden; 
aud had Lord Byron not been present, his own 
Invocation in Manfred, or the Ode to Napoleon, 
or on Prometheus, might have been cited. 
Like Gray, said he, Campbell smells too much 
of the oil; he is never satisfied with what he 
does; his finest things have been spoiled by over 
polish. Like paintings, poems may he too high­
ly finished. The great art is effect, no mat­
ter how produced.
“I will show you an ode, you have never seen, 
that I consider little inferior to the best which 
the present prolific age has brought forth. With 
this, he left the table, almost before the cloth 
was removed, and returned with a magazine, 
from which he read the following lines on Sir 
John Moore’s burial.
“The feeling with which he recited these an- 
mirable stanzas I shall never forget. After he 
had come to an end he repeated the third and 
said it was perfect, particularly the lines,
‘ But be lay like a warrior taking bis rest,
With bis martial cloak around him!’
“ I should have taken the whole, said Shelley, 
for a rough sketch ot Campbell’s.
“ No, replied Lord Byron, Campbell would 
have claimed it if it had been his.”
“ The poem found its way to the press with­
out the concurrence or knowledge of the au­
thor. It was recited iu presence of a gentle­
man travelling toward the north of Ireland,
who was so much struck with it, that he re­
quested and obtained a copy: and immediately 
after it appeared in the Newry Telegraph, with 
the initials of the author’s name.
“ It may be interesting to prefix the narrative 
of Sir John Moore’s burial, which produced 
so strong an emotion in the mind of our author 
and prompted this immediate and spontaneous 
effusion of poetic genius.
Sir John Moore had often said that if he was 
killed in battle, lie wished to he buried where 
he fell. The body was removed at midnight to 
tbs citadel of Corunna, a grave was dug for him 
on the rampart there, by a party of the 9th re­
giment, the aides-du-camp attending by turns. 
No coffin could be procured, and the officers 
of his staff wrapped the body, dressed as it was, 
in a military cloak and blankets. The inter­
ment was hastened; for about eight in the 
morning, some firing was heard, and the officers 
feared that if a serious attack were made, they 
should be ordered away, and not suffered to 
pay him their last duty. The officers of his fa­
mily bore him to the grave; the funeral service 
was read by the chaplain, and the corpse was 
covered with earth.’ ”
An allusion to this striking scene, and to the 
beautiful lyric by which its memory has been 
embalmed, in the lecture on the martyrdom of 
Stephen, last Thursday night in the College 
j chapel, suggested the idea of appropriating 
i these celebrated lines to the celebration of a 
I funeral remarkably similar in many of its fea- 
i tures, and far more interesting, whether we re- 
i gard the heroism of the soldier, in the cause in 
J which he fought, or the circumstances in which 
J he died and was buried.
Such application I have endeavored to make. 
If I have succeeded in a good degree, some per­
haps, who have taken pleasure in the music to 
which the original ode is set, may find addition­
al satisfaction in connecting it with the animat­
ing example and glorious death of the first mar­
tyr of the Christian Church.
We have quoted above the newspaper narra­
tive of Sir John Moore’s burial which prompted 
the writing of the ode. We will here quote 
the few words of scripture relating the burial of 
St. Stephen which have prompted the applica­
tion.
After lie had been stoned and had prayed 
there was
u cat persecution against the church which ivas 
at Jerusalem,—and devout men carried Stephen 
tc his burial and made great lamentation over him. ’
----------~....rely . ------ ---------
written controversy on points in which we may or 1ls enemies, “he fell asleep,—and 
differ, and to use our best exertions to bring n Sr e
about this spirit of love and union among all the
ministers, and people of our several denomina­
tions.
spent in
controversy, while so little is put in requisition 
for protracted meetings at\d prayer. What is 
the chaff to the wheat? Oh for those days
when the watchmen shall see eye to eye__when
these moral swords and spears shall be ex­
changed for the instruments of moral husband­
ry; when the church shall learn war no more, 
excepting as a united host against a common 
enemy. For such days I wait with everlonging
I'or the Gambier Observer.
THE BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOORE.
It is not as well known as it should be that 
the beautiful and popular Ode, with the above 
title, was the modest, and, for a long time, the 
anonymous production of the Rev. C. Wolfe an 
obscure village pastor; but a refined scholar 
and an elevated Christian of the Church of Eng­
land. b
I he following interesting account of the po­
em is taken from the Memoirs of Wolfe:
“For some years past it has excited conside- 
ra i e interest in the literary circles ; and it was 
mentioned by a highly respectable authority, 
as laving een long a matter of surprise among
or m hr'h '!S author had not revealed his name, 
or published any other similar production. Sub ’
THE BURIAL OF STEPHEN.
Not a wail was heard, not a funeral note,
As his corse to the valley we hurried;
Not a brother pronounced a farewell word 
O’er the grave where the Martyr wc buried.
We buried him darkly, at dead of night,
Our hearts, unutterably mourning;
By the struggling moon-beam’s misty light,
And with torches dimly burning.
Nor aloes nor myrrh embalmed his breast,
Not in bandage or shroud we wound him;
But he lay like a pilgrim taking his rest,
With his martyr-cloak around him.
For the Church, the flock, our tears were shed, 
lor him, not a moment we sorrowed;
But we steadfastly gazed on the face that was dead,
And gloried in the Master he followed.
We thought, as wc hewed out his narrow bed,
And joy’d in his testimony given,
How the foe, in bis vengeance, would stamp o’er bis head 
His soul far away, and in heaven.
Proudly they’ll talk of the spirit that’s gone,
And o’er his cold ashes upbraid him:
But little he’ll reck, he is wearing the crown,
Which God, for his Redeemer, has paid him.
But hardly dug, was his humble grave,
Not a moment could we get forjweepinf;
When we heaid a shout, the blood-hounds gave 
The scattering flock for slaughter seeking.
Slowly and sadly we laid him down,
From the field of his triumph all gory •
We carved not a line and we raised not a stone
But we left him alone with his glory ’ B.
THE SHIP WITH-TOO MUCH SAIL ANp 
TOO LITTLE BALLAST.
From “The Puritan,” by Rev. L. Witbington.
It seems to be generally agreed, that our re­
public is in a perilous condition—commotions 
are heard of from every quarter. '1 he SUpre. 
macy of the laws is set aside; the statutes of 
justice and mercy are veiled, while the sover. 
eign people signify their supreme will; and a 
slmrt cut to rectitude, (or at least to vengeance) 
seems now to be chosen by those who are im. 
patient of the law's delay. A mob in a great 
city is a matter of course; and, even in Bun- 
dleborough itself, we have some thoughts of 
attempting one to pull down Mr. Needle’s sign, 
whom we suspect of being a secret abolitionist’. 
We have hardly materia Is enough for a genuine 
riot, but if we can turn out all the paupers from 
our workhouse ; all the boys from our two ani. 
mal schools, (as they were called in town-meet­
ing) and all the scolds and termagants, we may 
make a pretty respectable mob, and be in the 
fashion, which is the glory of all towns.
The reason of this general agitation over our j 
country is a matter ot some curiosity. \Nha» 
is it that has thus let loose the spirit of discord 
and disturbance, to break our own repose, and 
make us a reproach in the sight of other na- 
tions? Has the devil broke his chain? or has 
the angel, foretold in Revelation, to whom was 
giv en the key of the bottomless pit, come down 
and opened that horrid chasm, so that there ant­
es a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great 
furnace^ Some cause has produced this fgr. 
mented state of things, open or latent; a cause 
which, if sagacity could discover, wisdom might 
be employed to remove it.
We are told by physicians that there are some 
diseases of the body, for the origin of which 
we must look into the mind. They are caused 
, by grief, or care, or depression: so that in these 
' cases we must seek a moral medicine for a mor­
tifying mischief. In the-disease of nations, a 
similar remark is sometimes true. For their 
outward faults, you must look into their ideal 
world. You must inquire into thestate of reli­
gion and philosophy among them. You must 
inquire into the processes of education in schools 
and colleges. There the steam is generated, 
which moves the engine. There is a public 
soul; and its habits and opinions will govern 
the body politic in all its material develope- 
ments.
Now, it we look into the ideal of our own 
age and country, we shah find that its chur\ 
acteristic is that no principle is fixed, no foun­
dation is laid; a universal skepticism has seized 
the public mind as to every human interest, 
and not a corner-stone is laid in politics,religion 
morals, or education. We are, to be sure, on 
(he verge of a glorious inillenium: the day of 
light and feli city is soon to dawn upon us: but 
this day is future, and all the light and splen­
dor of it only serves to throw darkness on the 
present hour. Our hopes are in discovery; we 
have nothing in possession. The description 
which Dr. Johnson has given of the age of 
Hudibras, is too faithful a picture of our own 
time. “It is scarcely possible,” says he, “in 
the regularity aud composure of the present, 
to imagine the tumult of absurdity and clamor 
of contradiction, which perplexed doctrine, dis­
ordered practice, and disturbed both public and 
private quiet, in that age when subordination 
was broken, awe was hissed away; when any un­
settled innovator, who could hatch a half-fura- 
ed notion, produced it to the public: wkw 
every man might become a preacher, and al­
most every preacher could collect a congrega­
tion.”
These must be considered as the tendencies 
of republicanism, and they can only be over­
come bv some opposite tendencies of a moral 
and voluntary kind.
I was a few days since conversing with a 
lawyer, and expressing iny astonishment, con­
sidering the nature of our courts, that any cul­
prit was ever brought to execution. I observ­
ed to him that crimes were always secret, and 
there must be evidence technically sufficient; 
then the justice must commit him; the grand 
jury must find a bill; the attorney general wai 
intrusted with a vast deal of discretionary pow­
er; the traverse jury must be unanimous in their 
verdict; one man with a scruple in his mind 
may defeat their decision; then comes the mo­
tion for arrest ol judgment, or for a new trial; 
the judge must pronounce sentence, and finally 
the executive power may grant a pardon. So 
many were the tripping stones in the way to 
justice, in the plainest cases. The lawyer re­
plied it would be so, were it not that the very 
difficulty in the theory was counteracted by a 
moral spirit in the practice. Nay, the conscious­
ness of this difficulty almost produced this re­
acting spirit. In like manner it seems to me, 
our only salvation from certain tendencies in 
republicanism, must come from a consciousness 
of them, and an antagonist spirit produced by 
that of knowledge.
Republicanism has a tendency to rash inno 
vation, and must be counteracted by a morai 
bearing the other way. It wants a stable phi­
losophy, and a fixed and binding religion. Par- 
ty spirit has existed ever since man has existed 
in the social state; and I have often thoughts 
might be reduced, like the questions in algebra, 
to a certain formula. Whatever the subject, 
political or religious, there are the innovators 
and conservatives, and these again are subdivid­
ed into divisions more or less developed, ac­
cording to circumstances. There is your head­
long innovators, root and branch men, radica s, 
enthusiasts, Jacobins, or whatsoever name t icy , 
assume, and the moderate innovators, yo °n 
the other side, the conservative are subdivided 
into two orders, more or less tenacious. Now 
the rectitude of these pr.nc.ples depends on 
circumstances. Our blessed Saviour was an in­
novator ; but then we know from Josephus and 
other sources, it was in opposition to the pbar- 
iseeism of the Jewish religion. Cicero was a 
conservative, but then it was in opposition to 
the corruptions of Rome, and the ambition of 
Caesar. On understanding this formula, de­
pends almost all the light we derive from his­
tory. One of the strongest proofs of the gos­
pel, historically speaking, is seen by viewing tin’ 
very question correctly. But however this may 
be in this age monarchy and all its appendages 
fall into the favor and custody of the conserva­
tives. Republicanism was born in innovat<on’ 
aud loves innovation. Innovation in politics; 
innovation in morals; innovation in principle 
innovation in practice. We^arc on a whirh’g
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stream, sure to go fast, and not very sure whi­
ther we go. It is the spirit of this age that 
nothing is fixed. Every foundation totters, and 
every fundamental principle is disputed. Now, 
if you were to see a great fleet; spreading ail 
their canvas, throwing over their ballast, and 
committing themselves to the wildest winds, 
you would see in visibles the invisible spirit of 
our times. We cannot entirely prevent it. But 
we may counteract it by a spirit of moral con­
servation. Let us lay the injunction on cur 
youth; let us teach it to our children, that old 
principles tried by experience, are not lightly 
io be shaken. We have something to keep as 
well as to gain.
Some excellent men, in giving exhortations 
on this subject, have been deceived by the val­
ue of their object. They seem to think that 
by exhorting the young men in our colleges to 
cast off the chains ot authority, they shall stim­
ulate their powers, and made them original ge­
niuses. One eminent writar has said “that the 
chief object ot past ages has been to rear pri­
son walls around the human mind.” I accept 
his metaphor, and would observe that these 
w alls never imprisoned one original genius; they 
only serve as a test of his strength, by showing 
how easily he can leap over them; and, as to 
the majority of students, they were not born to 
expand the horizon of human knowledge. But 
whatever we want in these days, we do not want 
less reverence for authority. There are toomany 
who, with the unjust judge’s moral character, 
have his dangerous intrepidity—I fear not 
God, neither regard man.
“HE IS POOR YET.” i
s . !The editor of the Cincinnati Journal in a sketch of his 1 
passage in a steamboat from Louisville to Frankfort thus i 
notices one of his fellow passengers.-— Southern Church- ' 
man. I
Among these gamblers, we could not fail to 
notice one aged man. He was a veteran in the ■ 
vice. Before the Boat started, he and a com­
panion had a little table in the corner for card j 
playing. As soon as supper was over, he was ' 
at it again. Opposite to him a well dressed j 
youth. On his right hand was another aged 
man. On his left a young man. It was affect- '
ing to see his trembling hand stretched forth' o ______ ____ ______ _
to deposit the card, or to give and receive mo- ! most eloquent speakers of the state, and his loss will besin- 
ney. llis grey locks and dimmed eyes seemed ceru‘ly lamented by thousands—Cm. Jour.
sadly out of place in such an employment. Said - " .......... " . ...........
a fellow traveller to us, ‘that old man has been ' 
at that business for forty years, and he is poor 1 
yet.’ llow many a guilty companion has been 
laid in the grave! How many a youth has he 
led from the path of virtue! How many of
The Rev. P. A. Proal, Vias been unanimously elected 
to the Rectorship of Trinity in this city—vacant since Oc­
tober last, in consequence of the removal of the Rev. 
. . , t r‘i • ei . r l Benjamin Dorr, to the city of New York, as Secretary
the most haterul passions of human natuie have j anJ Agent of the Committee of Domestic Missions. Mr.
agitated his soul in forty years He has ruined [ Proal has signified his acceptance of the call__ Utica, fN.
generations. lHe is poor yetV' While the Gospel Messenger.
companions of his yourth, by industry and grad­
ual gains have secured a competence for the 
winter of age, he has bartered away his time 
and conscience in pursuit of hasty wealth, but 
—‘he is poor yet.’ The curse of God is upon 
him. The curse of hundreds whom he has ru­
ined is upon him. In eternity—but we pause. 
Wc heard not his name. If we knew it, we 
would not record it. Such an epitome of de­
pravity as an aged gambler exhibits should be 
nameless.
“ I prayed for years, that I might write one 
Traci that God xoould bless."
So said the lamented Dr. Nevins, ot Balti­
more, just before his death. His prayers were 
answered in his five Tracts^ which have been 
adopted by the American Tract Society:—
“What have I done?” (No 279:) “The Great 
Alternative, Repentance or perdition,” (No.
303;) “I will give Liberally,” (No. 316:) “What 
must I do to be saved?” (No. 329;) “ Dont 
break the Sabbath,”(No. 334.) The last is the 
premium Tract on Violation oj the Sabbath by 
men of business, which will be immediately is­
sued, and for which 1^50, has been awarded, 
since his death, to his orphan children. Strik­
ing cases of evident conversions to God by 
means of these Tracts are already known; and
and by them the excellent and lamented Author , „ , , , .....
..I,,,;>■>▼ flmil vpt sneaketh” and will dnuhtlpsa i of the clerSy» the committc trusts, is as “usefully as he is , might want assistance, and if I never had an opportunity hclllg < .V P ’ lir honorably employed” in this way, on the plantations of to repay her this kindness, if I would do it to any of her
vet speak tor God and eternity to hundreds OJ I Messrs. Clarkson on the Waterec, and the hope is express- people whom I might find in distress it was all she asked of 
thousands. N. L Observer. ed that the time is not far distant “when the Lord will put , me. Noble, philai
____ _____ ____ into the hearts of many of our younger clergy to devote ■ " '
. , .i themselves to this interesting work.” 3. The proprietorsNothing less than the entire renovation of the of s,aves flre urged to pcrson3l Ja5ors for their spirituai 
"mage of God ill our souls Will constitute US improvement, and each one is recommended in relation to 
evangelically holy. No series of obediental , the measures proposed, to “ask himself before God, is not
nrtiiV'S 1)0 observance of religious duties, no this my duty?" And then let him pursue it, convinced that ________ ________ r ____
attendance unto actions among men as morally i !’.0™ver l!,s discouragements may be at first by the day when Jesus Christ shall make up his jewels a far 
attendance cnever thev ' bless,nS ot G°d g*"ea‘ S?°d must ultimately result. | gl„rlOus reward will be allotted her than could be reVirtUOUS and aserul, now exact soevei they p|le example of Christians in South Carolina in tins ed in this life.
man be, or how constant soever we may be unto I truly evangelical work, it is hoped will rouse their breth-I With much esteem I remain, dear sir, yours in the 
them will ever render US lovely or holy in the ren in Virginia and the other States in which this popula- bond of Christ.
Kiaht’of God unless they all proceed from the I tion is found, to renewed and persevering effort to impart DANIEL E. BROWN.
siDiu. ui vj i _ __ j „„ „„ ,i,„, to them the knowledge of salvation. Here is work enough Rev. J. C. Rudd, D. D.
for every branch of the church of Christ, and it is too im • j ____
portant to be suspended whenever its opposers may have
the charity or courtesy, to impeach the motives of those 
engaged in it, or to distrust the tendency of scriptural in­
struction. —lieligious Telegraph.
renovation of the image of God in us, or that 
habitual principle of spiritual life and power
which renders us conformable unto him.----
Owen.
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Student’s Manual__ With this work, a copy of which
has lately been presented to us by a friend, we are so much 
pleased, that we are constrained to call the attention of our
readers to it_ at least of such of them as in any measure
-ive themselves to study. The work is incomparably the 
best upon the subject we have ever seen; and we cannot 
suppress the unavailing regret, that we did not enjoy the 
benefit of its instructions in earlier life. Any young man 
who will take it for bis guide and adhere to its instructions, 
even though nature may not have been very lavish in her 
gifts may be sure of attaining to usefulness and respecta­
bility. The directions are all simple and practical, easily 
observed, and obviously beneficial. The author, the Rev. 
John Todd of Massachusetts, is plainly a student himself, 
and instead of indulging in theories, is speaking of “ that 
he doth know.” Most works on this subject are found usu 
allv to be so cumbersome in application, as to lead to a des­
perate abandonment of all system and method in study.— 
Such is not the character of the present volume. There is 
nothing hereprescribed, which a willing mind cannot readi­
ly accomplish.
This leads us to observe, another great excellence of the 
Manual is that it infuses a right spirit, as well prescribes 
right modes. No student can read it without an increased 
desire of improvement. As he proceeds he insensibly 
catches the author’s enthusiasm, and wishes to begin the 
observance of his rules without a moment’s delay. He has 
a present feeling of the importance of knowledge and the 
preciousness of time.
Wc would further remark that the author by no means 
onfinej bis attention to the intellect; his precepts relate to
the cultivation of the heart and manners also. lie is very 
far from seeking to increase the number of those moral mm 
sters of cultivated minds, and neglected and therefore corrupt­
ed hearts- He seeks to form the character in symmetry 
and completeness.
We notice this book with the hope of increasing its cir­
culation amongst students. We do not know any better 
service we could render them. But it is not a book to be 
read and thrown aside forever. It deserves to be read at 
least once a quarter, and it is so full of interesting anec­
dotes and piquant remarks, that this can be no burden__
Indeed we are almost apprehensive that the reader may be 
so much pleased, as to mistake amusement for edification.
lhe Student’s Manual, if we are not mistaken, has been 
but a year before the public, and yetis in its third edition 
in this country, and has been republished in England !— 
This fact, perhaps, renders useless all that we have said in 
its commendation.
sure and p remature exhaustion to him who tilled it.
Mission Buildings, Green Bay, I 
December 14f/t 1835. j
My Dear Sir—After encountering excessive fatigues and 
difficulties I reached this place on the evening of the 30th 
November, and found the members of the family in good 
health. 1 was confined to my room some time from the 
excessive exertions it became necessary to make during the 
three last days of my journey.
The winter has set in a month earlier this season than 
usual, and when we entered the Bay we found the naviga­
tion closed by the ice and no possibility of approaching the 
head of the Bay with our vessel; the captain therefore 
made Menominee River, where the vessel is expected to 
winter. From that place to the Mission is betwen 60 and 
70 miles by water, and the distance is much increased by 
following the indentations of the coast—that river coming 
into the Bay from the northwest, is within the Menomi­
nee reservation, and of course a dense wilderness the whole 
distance; no roads and no alternative but to find my way 
along the beech on the ice.
To add to my difficulties I had my eldest son with me, 
aged about 11 years, and him I must either take with me 
or leave him there with an Indian woman residing at that 
place. For him to walk that distance upon the ice was 
entirely out of the question, and to leave him that distance 
from any white settlement, in the heart of an Indian coun­
try, required a greater strength of nerve than I possessed.— 
Under these circumstances I obtained an Indian hunting 
sled, wrapped iny son in some Indian blankets and placed 
him upon the sled: obtained two stout young Indians as 
guides, and their consent to draw the sled ; we exchanged 
our hoots foi moccasins, and with some provisions furnish­
ed by an Indian woman who became much interested for 
my little hoy, wecommencedour journey on the ice, which, 
although obstructing the navigation, yet from the high 
winds which had prevailed, was broken into masses and 
forced against the shore in large piles of several feet in i 
height; over these masses it was necessary to make our | 
way, and to follow near the beach; to go on shore we could i 
not, for on the west side of the Bay are extensive swamps 1 
and much wet ground which was not sufficiently frozen to , 
admit our crossing them.
We travelled the first day about 25 miles and encamped I 
, for the night upon the beach. The Indian guides made
ven" I up a fire by which we endeavored to compose ourselves; j
1 " ........ ..... ......... .... ....... ! hut having nothing to protect us from the northwest wind, i
Simultaneous Temperance Meeting. 1 ???? was J”’3?1 anfd i,lte'lse!>'.cold’ •"W*? much
a o | tion to protect us from freezing. 1 obtained some cedar
The “ Temperance Society of Gambier and its vicinity” i boughs on which I lay down, with the snow for my pillow 
and the “Temperance Society of Kenyon College” will (which was about ten inches deepjand the Heavens for my 
unite in celebrating this anniversary by public addresses i covering, and taking my son into my arms drew my cloak 
from several speakers on Tuesday evening next at 4 past 6 close around him; in this manner I passed one of the most 
at the College Chapel. painful and anxious nights of my life. The next moru-
Feb. 17th. ! ing we commenced our journey again, and found the walk-
....... ................ -- ...... . . ______ in J much improved; the loose bodies of ice were firmly
i united, and open places which we had to avoid the day pre- 
. i vious were now frozen sufficient to bear us on; our guides
In this city on Saturday evening last, General Edward ' continued their Indian pace until about 4 o’clock P. M., 
King, of Cincinnati. He was the son of the celebrated ! when we came to a small river on the banks of which we 
llufus King of New-York. General King^vas one ot the ( found a white family residing for the purpose of lumbering;
here we obtained a hot cup of coffee, the first warm arti-
Common School Education__ We are thankful to our
zealous correspondent S. for calling the attention of our 
readers to this subject again. In reply to his concluding 
suggestion we would say, that it is our purpose in the course 
ot a few weeks, having had some conversation with the 
friends of education in the county, to propose some time 
for a public meeting. When such time is fixed and the 
meeting is called, we trust there will be a good attendance, 
zealous feeling, spirited remark, and then, after all and above 
all, energetic and persevering action.
The Watchman.—A new presbyterian paper has just 
been commenced at Hartford Conn. It bears, we believe, 
the same relation to the “Connecticut Observer” in the 
party divisions of that church, as the new Theological 
1 Seminary at East Windsor does to the one at New Ha-
KELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
On Sunday morning last at Christ Church, Cambridge, j 30 miles appeared impossible. Under these eircumstances 1 
William Warland, Jr., was admitted to the Holy Order of [ concluded to walk as far as 1 could, and it I could not be 
— - - . . —. . - i a5)e to reach the village of Navarino, I would send the I
guide on and have a horse and sleigh sent down as far as I 
they could come for me. With this resolution I commenc- ! 
ed the journey again, and found that after walking a few } 
miles my feet were less painful. We continued our course 
without interruption until night, when we approached the 
village—having, notwithstanding my lameness, walked dur­
ing the day thirty miles. Here I discharged my guides who 
had been very faithful and diew my son on his sled the 
whole distance. At the village I met a friend who kindly 
took us into his sleigh, and in a short time I was in the 
arms of my family. 'Thus ended our joyrney—the most 
painful and anxious that I ever experienced, and but for 
the special protection of Almighty God vve could not have 
endured.
I have since learned that the night we lay on the beach 
of the lake the Thermometer ranged 16 degrees below
Deacons, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop of this Diocese, who al­
so preached the Ordination Sermon. The candidate was 
presented by the Rev. Mr. Howe, who also assisted in the 
administration of the Holy Communion.
Also on Wednesday evening, at St. Paul’s Church, in 
this city, the Rt. Rev. Bishop admitted Thomas M. Clark, 
jr., to the same Holy Order. Rev. Mr. Baury performed 
divine service, and assisted at the Communion. The Rev. 
Mr. Stone presented the candidate, and the Bishop preach­
ed.— Christian Witness.
Religious Instructionofslaves in Ovum Caholina.— 
The Convention of the Episcopal church in South Caro­
lina, in 183k, appointed a committee to report on the re­
ligious instruction of slaves. At the late meettrig of the 
Convention, the committee made their report, and request­
ed the bishop to address a pastoral letter to the churches of . zcro> consequently 46 below the freezing point. Why we
his diocese on the subject. This has been done accordin_ 
ly, and bishop Bowen’s pastoral letter is now before the 
public, in which he urges attention to the religious instruc­
tion of slaves, as the imperative duty of every master, and 
unites wth the committee in reeommmending measures for 
its due performance. The two persons by whom the work 
of instruction should be undertaken are “1st. The clergy 
with their assistants in Sunday Schools- 2. Lay catechists 
usefully employed in the primitive ages of the Church, and 
now rendered absolutely necessary by the small number of 
clergy. 3. The proprietors of slaves or their agents or 
overseers, with the assistance of their families.” The 
metkod recommended is;—1. The establishment of Sun­
day schools, with lectures on portions of Scripture for adults 
together with classes of candidates for baptism and the 
Lord’s Supper, to he conducted by the minister. 2. The 
employment of missionaries for colored population. One 
of the clergy, the co itte trusts, is as “usefully as he is 
Religious Boohs.—As an illustration of the increasing 
taste of the community for works Of a religious character, 
wc are permitted to state that Messrs. Leavitt, Lord & 
Co., theological booksellers of this city, have published du­
ring the past year, 120,000 volumes of moral and religious 
publications, of which number 100,000 are strictly reli­
gious. The largest publishers in the city, (the Messrs. 
Harpers) have never published in any one year more than 
175,000 volumes of books including those of every dc- 
soription. We presume, (if we exclude school books) that 
the whole number of religious books published in New 
York, is now greater than that of all other books taken 
collectively.
While we are on this subject wc will add that when we 
came to this city to establish the Observer, in the year 
1823, the whole number of volumes of religious periodicals,
issued annually, including those of all religious denomina- j sixty miles distant, who begged so hard for books, that 1 
tions, was less, if we were correctly informed, than six gave one copy of the Gospels, and one of the Epistles.—
thousand;_ while the volumes of literary atul political per iod- ! More than a year since, they obtained the View and Bal-
cals, were six or eight times this number. A few years ance. All the people in their town had read them, they 
since the calculation was again made, and it was found that said, and wished to hear more about the eternal God. I 
the number of volumes of religious and philanthropic pe- found these young men had got correct ideas from their 
riodicals had increased to upwards of 100,000, and that it j reading, and seldom have I seen persons listen more ear- 
exceeded that of the literary and political periodicals taken nestly.
collectively. The penny papers we presume would now 
turn the balance another way.—New York Observer.
EXPOSURE OF A MISSIONARY.
We hesitate not to present to our readers in this number 
the private letter of our valued friend and brother, the Su­
perintendent of the Green Bay Mission. It affords ample 
evidence that though he has not an ocean between his na­
tive land and the field of his labor, he has to encounter toils 
and privations that even more distant laborers in the same 
holy cause do not know. Another evidence it yields, is 
the readiness of this servant of the church to endure hard­
ness as a good soldier, and yet further is Zhe testimony, for 
it shows that he who hath called to the work, will protect 
and sustain the herald of his cross.
Our readers will not peruse this letter without following 
the suffering missionary in their prayers—nor will they 
forget hew long and arduously his predecessor, the beloved 
Cadle, toiled in that same field when more entirely uncut
5. A short visit this morning from a nobleman. H 
would not sit down (as he said he was in a hurry,) but stood 
and conversed some time, begged that I would consider 
him a particular friend; for, said he, we all know that you 
have wisdom above the Burmans, and are teaching the 
true law. I knew this to be a mere compliment, for there 
is not, probably, a more proud and haughty set of men on 
earth, than the princes and nobles of Ava.
ILA very long, and, I fear, unprofitable discourse on 
geographical and astronomical subjects with seven Bur- 
mans. Night came on before I was aware, and little time 
was left for the divine, soul-purifying knowledge of God 
in Christ, reconciling the world to himself. Intelligent 
Burmans are very fond of conversing on scientific subjects, 
and unless one is constantly on the watch, he is liable to 
leave behind the doctrine of the Cross. The spherical fig­
ure of the earth, its annual and diurnal revolutions, its sea­
sons, and its adaptation to the wants of man were all con­
sidered. I urged that these facts alone were sufficient to 
tivated it seemed to human eyes to offer nothing but expo- I convince men, that there is an infinitely wise, powerful
cle that had entered my mouth for two days ; here vve re­
mained until the next morning, being permitted to repose 
by their fire, which was really a great favor, thus to be shel­
tered from the weather; my feet and ancles were much 
swollen from the exertion of walking on the ice, and were 
so painful through the night that to sleep was impossible, 
and the next morning the attempt to walk was so painful 
as to be sickening: still the thought of being within 30 miles 
of home added to my resolution to attempt it once more. 
Our guidts were resolute to go through, and the man where 
we staid, together with his sou aged about 17 years, accom­
panied us; hut for me in my crippled condition to walk
did not perish that night is a wonder, and a still greater 
one why our hands and feet were not frozen; yet we es­
caped for which we cannot be too thankful.
The kindness of these poor degraded beings to us on this 
occasion was most gratifying, particularly the Indian wo­
man before mentionad. Although she could not speak a 
word of English she saw our situation and did every thing 
in her power to assist us. She obtained the guides for us, 
provided mocasius, showed us how to guard against freez­
ing, provided such provisions for us as she had, was instru­
mental in inducing our guides to draw the sled on which 
my son was placed, and actuailv drew a pair of mittens 
from the hands of her son and put them on my son’s hands, 
over a pair he already had on ; and when I offered her mo­
ney to compensate for her kindness, she refused, and re­
plied to me through an interpreter that she could not re­
ceive any compensation, for she knew not how soon she
nthropic woman ! though she is of the 
tawny children of the forest, wild and uncultivated, with no 
distinct ideas of a God, of a Saviour, or of the Gospel sal­
vation,—still she has a better title to the appellation of the 
“good Samaritan," than thousands who never think of ihese 
people but as being unworthy of the least regard—as sava­
ges fit only to be annihilated. I trust and pray that in the 
more 
r nder-
From the American Baptist Magazne.i
BURMAH------JOURNAL OF MR. KINCAID.
Feb. 15. Lord's day Three persons at worship be­
sides the native Christians and school children. One fe­
male of rank, who often comes to see Mrs. Kincaid, and is 
at worship nearly every Lord’s day, gives us cheering evi- 
d nee that she loves the Gospel. The pride of rank, love 
of dress and equipage, all apparently are gone, and in their 
places a lowly, humble spirit hasjtaken root. The change 
is so apparent, so striking, that we cannot doubt that she is 
born of the Holy Spirit. We hope that she will have 
strength to come out and be baptized. Many come thus 
far, that is, to baptism, and then halt as if a topless moun­
tain crossed their path.
March 3. An interesting inquirer, a learned man about 
fifty years old. He spent about three hours in conversa­
tion, and from this first visit I am induced to hope that the 
light is beginning to shine upon his heart.
4. A considerable number at the house to-day, and 
among them were two young men from a country town
| and good Being, who created, upholds and directs the 
I world, and that this Being is God. They acknowledged the 
superiority of this doctrine over that held by the Burmans, 
and said, it will finally prevails
13. Among others at the house, one of our good inqui­
rers came and hroLght a relative who lives in the country, 
ror four or five months past, this young man has taken the 
side of Christ among his relatives and friends. We have 
long felt that he is a real disciple of Jesus Christ. He first 
heard the gospel from Ko Gwa, the venerable old man bap­
tized last April. Gave away about twenty tracts.
15. Lord’s day. Nineteen at worship. Preached from 
Titus ii. 14. “Who gave himself for us, that he might re­
deem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a pecu­
liar people, zealous of good works.” At the close, Moung 
Na Gau unexpectedly came forward and asked for baptism 
He is the one that called on the 13th. He is 22 years old, 
has an open pleasant countenance, fine talents, quick, dis ■ 
criminating mind, and is untiring in his pursuit after knowl­
edge. His final examination is to be on Saturday.
16. Among our visiters to-day, were two men who 
have often called, sometimes to dispute, and at other times 
avowedly to listen. To-day they frankly confessed their 
belief in the Christian religion, and that it would prevail 
through all Burmah and the world, if not in their day, in 
the days of their children—that Boodhism was only a tis­
sue of fables, and its worship senseless and degrading.— 
One of them spoke feelingly of his own mental darkness 
and moral degradation, and said all his countrymen were 
in the same wretched condition. Oh God! hasten that 
day when all the inhabitants of Burmah shall feel and so feel 
their wretchedness, that, with penitent hearts, they will cry 
“What shall we do to be saved?”
18. Visited a large village about six miles from the city 
—men, women, and children gathered around me in a 
dense mass, and 1 began at once on the great subject which 
concerns the whole family of man. Some were sitting, 
some standing, some lying down; some holding their chil­
dren, and others with their work in their hands; yet all 
were silent and attentive. After I had b-eu speaking about 
fifteen or twenty minutes, an old man said, “May 1 ask a 
question, Sir?” Yes, any question you please.— “Doou 
not worship idols in your country?” No, there are yno 
idols in my country, hut some ages since, my ancestors w or- 
shipped idols just as the Burmans do now. When the 
knowledge ol the eternal God appeared the people became 
enlightened, forsook their traditions and turned to God.— 
God has given a command to go into all the world and 
preach the Divine law to all people, that all may forsake 
their false and wicked ways, and, through the knowledge of 
God, become wise and happy.—“Have you come into this 
empire because God has commanded you ?” Yes. “Have 
you parents, brothers and sisters? Yes, five years ago this 
month I left them, and all my friends, and have come a 
distanced’ more than ten thousand Usamas, and am here liv­
ing among strangers, that I may preach to them the living 
God. “When will you leave this country?” If I have 
health, 1 shall stay till all the people forsake their idols 
and become the worshippers of the only true God. “Will 
Burmans receive the word and doctrine you preach, and 
forsake their own religion?” Yes: God opens the eyes of 
their understanding so that they see clearly the difference 
between truth and error; then they love God and receive 
his divine communication into their hearts. “Cannot all 
men see the difference between truth and falsehood?”— 
No: all men are sinners, and they love falsehood with all 
their heart, and this makes them so blind that they call 
light darkness, and darkness light. One of the native Chris­
tians who was with me, then took up the subject and rea­
soned with them a long time.
Examiiuitioii and Baptism of Moung Non Gau.
Near the close of the examination, I asked Ko Gwa 
(from whom he first heard the Gospel) to propose some 
questions. I was particularly struck with the sensible 
course lie pursued—he said, “ Do you believe that God is 
eternal, unchangeable, and the only Jehovah, and that he cre­
ated all things?” Yes. “Do you believe that Jesus 
Christ, the only Son of God, came into the world to open 
the way for the forgiveness of sin, and that/or men he gave 
up his own life on the cross?” Yes, I do. “ Do you trust 
in Jesus Christ entirely for eternal life?” Y'es, I trust in 
the Lord Jesus Christ only. “ That is all I want to know.” 
It was now 4 o’clock and we went to the place where I 
have usually baptised—When Moung Na Gau was raised 
from the water he lifted his eyes to heaven, and said in an 
audible voice, “amen.” I have never baptised a native of 
Burmah with more pleasure than this young man. When 
he first heard the Gospel, he opposed it, and persevered in 
it till lie round no resting place, and then he sat down to the 
study of the Scriptures.—As he welit on in his investiga­
tions, the light of the knowledge of the glory of God shin­
ed in upon his soul, and he now rejoices in God. He tes­
tifies to all, the excellence of the religion of Jesus Christ, 
and urges them to read the word of God, as the only way 
to obtain that knowledge without which all must perish. 
Should his life be spared, I trust he will bean instrument 
of much good in this proud city.
Intelligent Inquiries of a Priest.
24. Several interesting men at the house seeking infor­
mation about Christ and the Gospel. Just at dark, walk­
ing on the hank of a l iver, a priest whom I did not know 
accosted me thus: “ Teacher, I have seen one of the books 
which teach your religion, and I think well of it.” Do 
you think it to be true? “I do, Sir, because it says you 
shall not commit murder, or steal, or rob, or bear false wit­
ness.” Does it teach nothing else ? “ It may teach many
things, but these are the great commandments: do you not 
say so?” These are great commandments, but there are 
still greater. “Is it to make offerings?” No-the great­
est commandment is to love God with all the heart,- and 
the next is to love your neighbor as yourself. If a man 
keep these commandments, lie is a good man, and docs not 
transgress the Divine law. “Are not others good men?” 
No. “ Will no others he free from calamity after death ?” 
None but those who love God and their fellow-men, will 
he happy in a future state. “ This perfect law we cannot 
keep, and so must we all be miserable?” Those who be­
lieve in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, receive a new heart 
so that they hate sin and love the holy, perfect law of God.
“ I do not understand about this new heart: what is a new 
heart?” It means a heart that is holy. “Are all who be­
lieve in Jesus Christ holy men and women?” Yes: all 
such are holy. “Do not all white foreigners believe in 
Jesus Christ? and do they not drink spirits and fight?” 
You do not understand that some white foreigners do not 
believe; they are the children of the world, and they love 
the world and the things of the world. “ Teacher, it is 
now dark, and the city gates will be shut: I will call on 
you to-morrow and hear more on this subject.”
I was much pleased with the candor of this man, as I am 
with many others; and yet I fear the truth finds no place 
in their hearts.
29. We have more or less visiters every day, but on no 
day for along time have we liad_ so large a company of 
listening immortals. Oh ! that the word spoken in 
weakness may be clothed with power.—Gave away nearly 
100 tracts.
30. A long and interesting visit from a man of rank—he 
has long declared his attachment to the Gospel, but is afraid 
to have the Burmans know it, and says he dares not be 
baptised.
April. 2. Ko Kai did not make his appearance yesterday; 
to-day he informed us the Atwen Woon, near where he lives, 
sent for him and kept him the whole day discussing the 
Christian religion. This officer has often done the same 
before, and his lady is a decided friend, always taking sides 
with Ko Kai in favor of the Gospel.
“ Fly abroad, thou mighty Gospel:
Win and conquer—never cease.”
Mission to the Mohammedans of Persia.—A letter 
has been received from the Rev. J. L. Merrick, dated 
Trebizond, (on the Black sea,) Sept. 15th, 1835, where he 
had arrived on the 30tii of August, having been detained 
by providential circumstances at Constantinople three 
months longer than he had anticipated; but with his char­
acteristic spirit he says, “in this I rejoice.” He was ex­
pecting to leave for Tabreez and probably for Teheran._
He regards the course designated for him as one of no lit­
tle toil and exposure, although it does not seem very proba­
ble that he would he called to suffer personal violence__
He expresses an earnest desire that a suitable associate 
should join him in his mission, and especially a physician, 
“like Luke the beloved.” Affectionate remembrances are 
sent to his numerous friends in this city, and in other parts 
of the State.— Charts. Obs.
A Monday Bible Class.—A Clergyman writes to 
New Orleans from Natchez, Mississippi, that on the pre­
ceding Monday morning, he rode twelve miles to attend a 
Bible class. “We arrived, says he, at 11 o’clock, A. M., 
and found a neat little school house erected in the woods. 
It was a novel and delightful spectacle. Coaches and ba­
rouches were seen in waiting; and some thirty persons, la­
dies, gentlemen, and children, families of the respectable 
planters of that neighborhood, were seated around the room
answering quest ions, propounded from the Scriptures. —-
IIow would such, a morning bible class be attended in this
part of the country ? Truly a most promising missionary 
ground might he found almost at our own firesides. And, 
while we are delighted with accounts of the eagerness with 
which the Gospel is received by the South and the West, 
the North and the East, we are but too apt to forget the in­
difference to it which prevails about our own doors. It is 
among the vices of the times, that the joy at the conver­
sion of sinners seems to be in direct ratio to their distance 
and that the thousands abroad are in more imminent dan­
ger of destruction, than the thousands at home. That 
true Christian charity and love—the fountain of Mission­
ary effort, which spreads abroad to the end of the earth, and 
covers the isles of the seas—it should be remembered “be­
gins at home.”
SUM MARY.
Select literary and Miscellaneous Intelligence.
United States— Works in Press__ 1. Two Greek Tra-
gedies, under the care .of Prof. Woolsey. The two already 
published, the Alcestis and the Antigone, we hope to re­
view in our next No. They are adopted in the course of 
study at Harvard and Yale. 2. The Poems of Catulus. 
A small school edition is in the pnss at" Boston. 3. 
Bush’s Commentary on the Psalms. This work is to ap­
pear entire, in a single volume, instead of numbers as at 
first proposed. This we think a good arrangement. The 
same author is revising his notes on Genesis, Exodus, arid 
Leviticus, for republication in the form of a commentary. 
4. The Hebrew Lexicon of Gesenlus, translated by Prof. 
Robinson, will be published in the course of the ensuing 
Spring, by Crocker & Brewster. This volume is greatly 
needed. 5. Eiehhorn on the Apocalypsr. This work, trans­
lated by Mr. Kaufman, will be published by Gould & New­
man. Eiehhorn was born in 1752, and died in 1831__
He was professor, first at Jena, and afterwards at Gotting­
en. He was an eminent scholar in Oriental Literature. 
6. A new Latin Grammar is in the press of Crocker & 
Brewster, and will be published early in the season. A
new Grammcr of this language has long been needed__
We have no doubt but that the grammar forthcoming will 
fully satisfy the public demand. It is the work of two 
sound scholars. 7. Works of the late President Apple- 
ton, embracing the whole course of his Theological Lec- 
turas, his Baccalaureate addresses, and a selection from his 
sermons, with a view of his life and character. It will be 
edited by an officer of Bowdoin College, and published by 
Gould & Newman. It will doubtless become a standard 
work in Theology. The old edition of his Le.tures and 
Addresses is wretchedly printed. 8. Companion to the 
Comprehensive Commentary. This work, to be published 
by Fessenden, & Co., will consist of illustrations of the 
Bible, from the manners, customs, etc. of the Orientals, as 
detailed by modern travellers, and by such writers as Har- 
mer, Burder, Harris, Calmet, Wilkinson, Roberts, Pax­
ton, Newton, Keith, ett. It will be edited by Prof. Bush, 
and will be published in the course of the present year, in 
one volume of 800 pages. It will contain a large number 
of engravings of scenery, etc. 9. Hug’s Introduction to 
the writings of the New Testament, translated by D. Fos- 
dick, Jr., with notes by Prof. Stuart. 10. Second edi­
tion, with additions, of Prof. Scbmucker’s translation of 
Stdrr and Flatt’s Elements of Biblical theology. II. A 
new translation of Calvin’s Commentary on the Romans, 
by Prof. Alden of Williams College, is to be published by 
Leavitt, Lord & Co. An English translation of the same 
work is to be published in Philadelphia. 12. Leverett’s 
New Latin Dictionary, abridged from the great work of 
Forcellini and Facciolati, is stereotyping by J. H. Wil­
kins & Co. of Boston. 13. The concluding volumes of 
the Washington Papers, by Mr. Sparks, will soon be pub­
lished. Eight volumes have appeared. The last will con­
sist of a new Life of Wash ington. The accompanying 
drawings of battle grounds, etc. greatly enhance thevalue, 
of these volumes. 14. Letters from Virginia, Maryland, 
and the District of Columbia, on the subject of Slavery, 
is in the press of Light and Horton, Boston. 15. Ileng- 
stenberg’s Christology, Vol. I. translated by Rev. Reuel 
Keith, D. D. is in the press of Gould & Newman; W. M. 
Morrison, publisher, Alexandria, D. C. 16. Tholuck on 
John, translated by Mr. A. Kaufman, will be published 
soon by Verkins and Biblical Repository.
The Rev. W. Leacock, late of Queen’s College, Oxford, 
has been appointed a Professor of Languages in the The­
ological Seminary of Kentucky.
Oberlin Institute—The citizens of Cleaveland have con­
tributed about 15,000 dollars for the Oberlin Institution: 6 
gave 1000 dollars each. This is honorable to their muni­
ficence; although we have many doubts as to the judicious­
ness ot the plans adopted at Oberlin__ Cin. Jour.
Buffalo.—The citizens of Buffalo have subscribed 194,000 
dollars for their College. Such an amount subscribed by 
so few citizens, to promote education, is probably without 
a parallel in the world.—lb.
Geneva College—At a meeting of the Board of Trus 
tees of this College held at Geneva on the 20tb inst. the 
Rev. II. J. Whitehouse, D. D. Rector of St. Luke’s 
Church Rochester, was elected President of this Institution. 
The question of his acceptance is not yet positively decided. 
Our hope and trust is that by the blessing of God upon the 
substantial aid now secured to the College by liberal and 
extensive donation from the city of New York, and up­
on the efforts that will be put forth by the President elect, 
there will be an impetus given to its affairs, which will be 
gratifying to all its friends, and especially to those who 
have long struggled with embarrassing and discouraging- 
ing impediments.— Gospel Messenger.
Professor Ware, Jr. of Cambrislge ackowledges the re­
ceipt of one thousand dollars, for the use of the Divinity 
School, ‘from a farmer of Leicester.’
January 30th, the Ohio Legislature elected the lion. 
Frederick Grimke, Supreme Judge, in the place of the 
lion. Joshua Collet Corrington, W. Searle, President 
Judge of the 4th Judicial Circuit, in the place of Hon. 
Alexander Harper- and Carter B. Harlan, Secretary of 
State, in the place ol the Hon. Benj. Hickson; resigned.
The Chaplain of the Ohio penitentiary states, that of the 
276 convicts, 202 have been habitual drinkers of ardent spi­
rits, and 59 were actually intoxicated when they incurred 
imprisonment.
lhe 8th of January Democratic Convention, at Colum­
bus, has nominated Judge Eli Baldwin as a candidate for 
governor of Ohio.
Sandusky—The present population of Sandusky, says 
the Clarion of that place, is about 1800.
From the following article taken from the Temperance 
Recorder of Philadelphia, it appears that vigorous efforts 
are making in Pennsylvania in behalf of the Temperance
cause—16,750 dollars was subscribed at one meeting__
Some of tliisspirit is wanted west of the Alleghanj moun . 
tains.
In the evidence of the determination of the Board of 
Managers of the Pennsylvania Temperance Society to per­
severe in their great work, we mention with pleasure, that 
at a late meeting they resolved, under the aid of Divine 
Providence, to raise the sum of 25,000 dollars, to be paid 
in five annuai instalments. The sum of $16,750 was sub­
scribed at the meeting. The sum requisite to make the 
subscription valid, will, we trust, be shortly made. We 
hope to be able to announce its completion in our next 
Recorder, with the names of the subscribers.
The above mentioned sum will sustain us in our present 
operations. But we hope that those operations will he in­
creased tenfold, and that as the community see the good 
done, they will sustain us in them. This, however, wil 
encourage the friends of Temperance, and satisfy them 
that our cause is not to sink.
Steamboat Racing--- The steamboats Paul Jones and
Swiftsure, on their passage from Louisville to Cincinnati, 
Sunday, January 24, commenced racing; and after jam­
ming each other to the great annoyance and danger oi 
themselves and passengers, until the officers and crews got 
their feelings wrought to phrenzy, D. Dryden, pilot of the 
Swiftsure, fired a gun at S. Edwards, pilot oi the Paul 
Jones, which was nearest the shore, and wounded him dan­
gerously in the ncek. Dryden was examined on Monday 
he 25th, before W. Doty, Esq., of this city, and commit- 
ed for trial at Lawrenceburg, la. near which the crime 
was committed__ Western Christian Advocate.
Dont Forget—Tho 23d of February is the day appointed 
for Simultaneous Temperance Meetings throughout the 
United States.— Cin. Jour.
Novel Law.—A bill has been introduced into the Legis­
lature Of Louisiana to prevent dueling. Among its provi­
sions is one making the one who kills another in a duel, li­
able for his support and that of his family, if maimed, and 
to pay to the_ nearest relative the sum of one thousand 
dollars.
The Harrisburg Reporter of Tuesday Says, “ The Bill 
to recharter the U. S. Bank, with its entire capital of 
$35,000,000 passed the House of Representatives in com­
mitted of the whole, yesterday.” There cannot be much 
doubt that it will also pass the Senate and become a law.
1It
P O E T It Y.
DOING GOOD.
Wou’dst thou front borrow find a iwcct relief?
Or la tfir heart oppressed with woes uundd -
Balia wouidat tliou gather ** eorrodiug
Pour biessiiigs round thee like • shower got 
Tis .hex. the rose i* wrapped ia many a fold, 
Clour to it* heart, lb* » orw I* wasting there 
It* lift aad beauty j nut when. ,11 uarolled,
Leal after leaf, its Uuoa*. rieh and fair,
Bi rallies freely it* perfume* throughout the ambient air
Bouse to some »<»k of bi«b “d ‘“'b' *"»*
Aud thou aa angel'* happine** shall know,
Shalt hie* tlie earth while ia the world above :
Ihe good begun by thee ahall onward flow 
lu many a branching vt/eaiu, aud wider grow ;
lhe seed, that, ia thews few aud fleeting hours.
Thy baud*, uuapariug aud unwearied, wrw.
Shall deck thy grave with amaranthine dowers,
Aud yield thee fruit* dina« ia heaven'* Immortal bowers.
Wua.ua.
ft is rare to dud iu the aatue compass more eaquiUtoly 
polished veraidewtioM, aud more real piety, than are con. 
talucd in live following stations l
Pilgrim, ia thy journey drear ?
Are it* light* extinct for ever?
Still supples* the rising fear—
God fursake* the righteou* never!
Storm* may gather e’er thy path,
Alltiie lie* of lift ruay sever —
Mill, amid the fearful sewth,
God forsakes tire righteou* never!
Pain may rack thy wasting frame,
Health deaert thy couch fur ever.
Faith Mill hums with deathless darns,
God forsakes the righteou* never'
J IJ V E N I la E.
singing the praise* of God, and wheu kneeling 
at prayer, keep tuy body upright aud toy bauds 
clasped in a posture uf devotion.
6. 1 aiu to walk quietly to aud front school, 
and not to play or loiter in the streets.
7. If I neglect school without a sufficient rea­
son, 1 am to receive such punishment a* the 
superintendent may think I deserve.—S. S. 
Journal.
GAMBIER O B 8 E R V_____________________ _____
S-------------  until bi* domain is measured by leagues, ind the am-
WIIAT PERSE' EBANCE "ILL DO. . blll.’us msu conquer* nations, until bis J?" u|v ’
In the spring of 183*. « )'»““« man who had » . ««“<»«“ I*1** ^/Xo“KieT X<* w j 
lately married, rented a part ol the . ar“* “ ® ‘ Yi.e meanest slave enjoy* a competency of i«; the |
person on whose premises ardent spirit ha proLde« monarch can enjoy
ays been freely used in the hay and harvest h** made it free a* the air, or »s
fields; and these seasons had rarely passed over, 
while the farm was in the po»»essiou ot the pro­
prietor, without both quarreling and fighting.— 
But our young farmer, although starting in his 
course without wealth or influence, and being 
contiguous to a landlord whose character has 
become so degraded that none but drunkard* 
and vagabonds would work for him, boldly pro- 
should be used on the pre-
Il.e mealiest slave enjoy* _
no more- A bountiful Pro*- , 
sunshine, aud sends , 
hi. iraiu alike upon the juvt aud unjust.
The specific gravity of water is precisely that which fits j 
itfor itZmimerous office it must perform, ,n j
vonsli.ui.ou of things. A* the result of It, it float* the 
Needs of vegetables to plant new colon le* upon remote CO l- . 
tinent* ani islands, extending thus the dominion of the j 
living world The ocean too is whitened with the sails of 
commerce ; human enterprise, and the light of seu-nce are I 
extended to every quarter of the globe, and civilisation and 
the aitv are spread as far as there are winds to wait or waves ,
TODD’S LECTURES TO CHILDREN.
GREAT EVENTS HANG OS LITTLE THINGS.
1 wish to have you see ibis so clearly, that
you coot forger it. be— “ •‘l' b t„!^“e,t'„«a“b,,,'i.io.. The »f h„i»g I ”^.“0^ Fruofube- i. 1—0. ;n-“
u.e 10 you, all .he way Ibrooyt. l.ltf, il re e baJvt.t| * ; ct„a. He a.ked .everal —.uiro. *!""•* ’•“tr* I1""*
A ii.lle boy . .. playing one day jo., a. .he ,,er.oo. .1... bad 
edge of (he woods. Hi* mother w as gone; and I he farm to help him. they tutu nun iney ,it. .hid. swim upon
ib..1.,>h he knew it was wrong vet he wenl into would, on coudilion that lie would bring out the , Increase ns density
1.-1.... ...................
it was wrong, but thought that nobody would none should come in In* held*. Without going 
ever know ii? lie play ed with the fire awhile to engage other baud., who ought readilv have 
and it did no hurl. At length the wind blew a been procured, he went into the h. Id singly 
spark into the woods, and the dry leaves caught: his scythe, cut all the grass in theheld himself*,
’ on fire.—' and as the weather prut ed favorable, hi* gras*
■■■u....... A home adapted to their forms, sn­
ail their wants, is furnished for the myriads of 
mats which s i   its surface or glide swtft-
to that of
ith ! ?
lor ballast, alone could navigate in safety 
lighter, and the light canoe • ould not float upon it, and the j 
mild barque that now “walks the water like a thing ol 
tile," would lwengulted and lost Ireueatli its wave*.
Goeut U< ino-l admirable taws ot water is, that it Iree- 
Tliis sulwer«e» a hundred most important purposes.tlioy Word. lh. .bote wood.' .ere „ «, ._ and o .ho .ea.b r ro. ed . r.mn .... pr... -J - -7»
Ou the fire went, kindled into u great flame, was soon made into goo* y. I I qusmr* of tlw globe, a* it i* congealed hylrost.it is lib.
raging and burning all before it. For whole haul. Here a (difficulty would Have uecn pre- va<4 ,u|ui„e. of caloiie, and the process of conpe-
davs, and even weeka, it roared and raged with- | sented to most tueu. but not to our farmer. He .
out hurting any body. But one day, when the drove to his hay.field, pitched on hav a win e,
— :-.l (j|e— ia Is.irsisaJ ataa aaaail flifira* U1111 tlltHl IllOUIlleil (lie loilti anil I) Id ceil 1 lie ]
n
A TEACHER'S FIRST PRAYER.
A young man having engaged himself in the 
duties of a Sunday-school teacher, one of the 
boys in his class was seized with illness. On 
being apprised of the cause uf the lad's ab­
sence, lie was informed that it wus part uf his 
duty to visit the sick scholar, and engage in 
prayer with him. As it was the first time of 
such a call being made upon him, he felt at a 
loss how to act, and hesitated whether he should 
go. But the claims of duty overcame the no. 
velty of his position, and he went. The father 
of the lad wus a deiniser of the gospel: and his 
mother wus not nt ull decided. When the teach­
er entered, the father quitted the room to walk 
uhout the garden, while the mother and teach­
er engaged in conversation with the sick scho­
lar. Jt happened that whilo the teuclior was in 
nn act of devotion, (ho father returned, and 
listened to the conclusion of the teacher's first 
prayer by the sick bed. That prayer fastened 
upon the father's mind. Thu lu<l died a few 
tluys after the teacher's visit. To seek relief 
for his conscience-stricken soul, the father at­
tended the means of grace, and became solici­
tous uhout his e^ernul welfare. In three muni Its 
he wus proposed as it suitable person to join the 
church; hut before the probationary time had 
expired for his admission, he died full of the 
blessed hope of being joined to the church 
triumphant.—S. «S. Journal,
A WORD SPOKEN IN DUE SEASON.
Little Henry became nn orphan nt a verv 
early age, nnd his father left him Io (lie care of 
n very pious minister,under whose roof lie dwelt, 
and where he not unly received nn education, 
but his morul and religious habits were strictly 
nttcudcil (o.
The establishment wns simple,consisting only 
of his guardian and one faithful servant.
One ovening iu the week Henry always ac­
companied his friend and tutor to n lecture nt 
the place of worship where he was accustomed 
to officiate. It happened at one of these meet­
ings (ho subject ot the discourse wns prnyer.— 
After the service, his tutor having a particular 
engagement with n friend, little Henry wus to 
return tu his home. While lie wns taking his 
supper, the kind-hearted domestie said to him, 
“ Henry do you ever pray?" “No," he said, 
he did not. Site told him it was u duty to 
which he ought to attend; and encouruged by 
his ready assent to her remarkr, the asked if he 
would promise her that lie would pray that night 
belorc he went to bed. “Yes, 1 will,” he re­
plied. Henry finished his supper, nnd returned 
to his amusements, forgetting what had passed. 
The time for his going to bed arrived; he had 
taken off his jacket, and was undressing when 
the recollection of the promise he had made 
rushed upon hi mind. He dared not go to 
bed till he had done what he had promised ; 
he knelt down by his bed-side, and breathed 
out, under strong feelings, n short nnd simple 
prayer, the impression and effect of which have 
never left him. From that evening he had ne­
ver omitted the performance of that duty, to the 
period when lie related the circumstance to the 
writer, which must have been at least thirty 
years after it had occurred.
And lie has had reason to rejoice that the in-
~ .v- . jnierest of
wind bl w’hard, it burned on faster ud more and hen mount d th l ad d pla  
awfully. And as it swept through the forest it operation was repeated until he had loaded u 
passed by a small new house, which a poor man ' clevei j ig. a* he called it. He then drove it to 
had just built, almost in the middle of the forest
on some new land he had just bought. 'I he 
man was gone away. Wheu at a great distance 
he saw the tire und hastened home us last as pos­
sible. But oh, what a sight! The woods were
his stable, where he fouuil hit wife ready to en 
ter the mow and auitl him. In this truly inde­
pendent manner he disposed of his hay. W hen 
his harvest approached, some of his relatives 
furnished assistance in cutting; the greater purt 
all burned black. Not a leaf was left. They 1 °l the rrmaiuing work he managed himself.— 
looked like a funeral. His little house and barn Thus he bus alto progressed, very much, during 
were burned up, aud what was worse, his faith - ; the present season. He possesses u robust con- 
ful wile and little child; ull was burned up. On slitution, and has done, during the two past 
the spot where he left them happy in the morn- seasons, work which formerly occupietlji've or 
1 six persons, debilitated and degraded by the use of 
rum. lie can procure as many hands ns he 
wunts, hut he takes a pride in showing the con­
ing, nothing was left hut u pile of smoking uslies. 
All this, all this, because thut little boy disc­
ed with fire ! Allbeyed his mother, aud pluy t 
this from one little spark of ti 
how very much may hung on little things !
[Gospel Pub. 
ADVICE TO YOUTH.
How important ure the periods of childhood 
und youth! In these periods, education is chiefly 
uequired, the churueter is then formed, the per. 
son generally becomes wliut he is to hu ever 
after. Wliut is sown in spring, will he reap­
ed in autumn. The impressions und passions of 
childhood and youth, will be experienced in 
oltl age. Every tiling, my young friends is Im­
portant to you. As the atmosphere, in some 
places, conveys health, in others, death, so the 
place where you live mny cause moral health, 
or spiritual death. The hooks which you read, 
the sermons which you hear, may convey sav­
ing truth, or fatal error. One wicked compan­
ion muy he us fatal to you, as the serpent of par­
adise. One evil example may disturb your 
judgment, may influence your passions. One 
nlluring word, one enticing look, mny, like en­
chantment, relux the vigor of your resolution, 
and plunge you down the gulf of ruin. Take 
heed, then, to all your ways, your labors, your 
amusements, your studies, your words, your 
thoughts; the objects which you see, the sounds 
whiclt you hear. “He that wnlketh with the 
wise shall he wise, hut a companion of fools shall 
be destroyed.”— Gospel Pub.
TE M l» E It ANC E.
There is much good sense in the following re­
marks which we copy from the Salem Land­
mark.—Temperance Advocate.
Gbnkhal Jackson in his message to Con­
gress, snys,—“ Summary authority has been 
given by law, to destroy all ardent spirits found 
in their (the Indian) country, without waiting 
the doubtful result, nnd slow process ol legal 
seizure. I consider the absolute and uncondi­
tional interdiction of this article among these 
people, as the true and great step in their me­
lioration. Half-way measures will answer no 
purpose. These cannot successfully contend 
against the cupidity ol the seller, and the over­
powering appetite ol the buyer. And the de­
structive effects ot the traffic are marked in every 
page of the history of our Indian intercourse?'
But why should the President legislate bet­
ter for Ishmacl than for Isaac? Why allow to 
his own children a poison which converts five 
hundred thousand into brutes and fiends, and 
spreads wo and wounds and death through the 
land, while, with a truly paternal care, he lor.
re! How much, lra“t between farming with and wit bout rum 
displaying iu all his movements the important 
truth, thut one sober, abstemious man is worth 
half a dozen drunkards. I need scarcely atld 
thut this mun tukes the Temperance Recorder, 




Parent!—who with suevohlvts feeling 
O’er thy cruillvil treasure lient,
Esrry year >.»— ataSwM revealing,
Yet thy wealth of love unspent.
Hast thou *evn thut hlowotn blighted,
By a drear, untimely frost?
All thy InlMir unrequited? 
e Every glorious promise lost?
Wife!—with agony unspoken,
Shrinking from afnietiou's rod,
Is thy prop—thine idol broken- 
Fondly trusted—nest to God?
Husband!— o’er thy hope it mourner,
Of thy chosen friend asliatn'd.
Hast thou to her burial borne her,
Unrepented—unrvvluimed ?
Chilli!—in lender weakness turning 
To thy heaven .appointed guide,
I)otli a lavs-poisoii burning,
’I'hiite will. asll. atl'.-ul«„,*-
Still that orphan-burden Itearing,
Darker than the grave can show,
Dost thou Ihiw thee down despairing,
To a heritage of wo?
Country !—on thy sons depending,
Strong in manhood, bright in bloom,
Hast tliou seen thy pride descending,
Shrouded to the unlionor'd tomb?
Rise!—on eagle pinion soaring—
Rise!—like one of gnd-like birth—
And Jehovah's aid imploring,
Sweep the Spoiler from the earth!
A D V E It TIS E M ENT E X I'll ' ()Il I) IN A II Y.
Whereas, nn Saturday nights and Sundav* 
the Magazine Stores of Messrs. Poisoners A 
Co. have been entered, and merchandize to a 
considerable amount, consisting of Whiskey, 
Rum, Brandy, Gin and several other Mineral 
aud Vegetable poisonous compounds, Inin been 
conveyed away in lurge «mrt small portions, 
and suspected to be concealed or lodged about 
the liver, heart, lungs and brains of several 
persons unknown to themselves, so disguised 
that the rational beings whom God had design­
ed for much nobler purposes, have by intoxicat­
ing themselves with the merchandize contained 
in the above stores, reduced themselves far be­
low the standard of the brute, and brought their 
families to rags and starvation—Therefore, who­
soever within Six Calendar Months, will give 
the necessary advice or information that might
bids its stay for a moment among the children be the means of leading those deluded wretch
ot the bond-woman? So does not the Mahome- C8 to conviction in their own minds, that bv
tan. Seeing the effect of Alcohol upon his peo- continuing the practice of drunkenness, they
pie, he cast it out indignantly to the Christian wj|| rob their families of every comfort, and
dog: and for ever forbid his pe vplc using it on bring themselves into misery, disgrace, total
pain of being cast out ot Paradise. And what rui„, and an untimely end shall receive a RE-
quiry dictated by the afiectionatc interest f 1!1* ”ccn Jne result of his legislation? Most WARD in their own bosoms from the feeling
Mary had led him thus early to seek the God of ’'aPP>'to ',,s o*rn people. I hroughout his vast that they have been useful in promoting the
his fathers in prayer, with the prayer of the ( nnnn,o7sno dram shop is seen alluring men to g,n,d of their fellow creatures, and
lotion is in this way <s>uii IrravU-tl, and at last arrrMrd by 
III* heat which ifewir sets free. Freesing is a warming pro- 
eeas. Every fall of snow, it has Irch computed, imparts 
I more best to the atmosphere than would l»e ult'oriled t»y 
the same quantity ot pulverised red hot glass. But evap­
oration is a cooling process. Esftoded oceans spread their 
Imisoiiis Ui the sun, in equatorial regions, and the vapour 
which they send up tempers the fervour of his vertical 
rays. It is borne along to the north by the upper current 
in the air. o»d descending in the form of slee' or snow, 
sets at liberty the heat which it al»sorbed in the south.— 
Thus hy the same splendid operations which cool the tern- 
pie* of the children of the sun, are the horror* of the polar 
winter oultem-d and made supportable. 1 he aurora laire- 
alin, the glory of soulliern climates, is also an clicct ol the 
same arrangement. The electricity which i* transferred 
thither in coinhin ition with the vapour, descending with 
tlie caloric, and accumulating upon the ice at the poles, at 
last breaks through the atmosphere into tlie vacuum above, 
and in hastening back toward the tropics giver out light to 
cheer the long winter nights of those regions.—Dr. L. P. 
Yandtlfi Introductory Lecture.
From tlie Genesee Furmcr.
Native Countuiks or Plants, &c.—I have sometimes 
heard the question asked, since many of our must valuable 
plants and vegetables are not indigenous among us,— 
whence were they derived? I have devoted an idle hour 
to this question, and pluee tlie result ut your disposal, think­
ing it might possibly he interesting to at least some of the 
readers of the Farmer.
The Potato is u native of South America, and is still 
found wild in Chili, Peru, and Monie Video. In it* na­
tive state tlie rout is small and bitter. Tlie first mention 
of it hy a European writer is in l.iWK. — Il is now spread 
over the world. It’/ieuZ und Itye originated in Tartary and 
Silivria, where they ure still indigenous. It is still be­
lieved that wheat has had a more important influence on 
tlie civilization of ilq* world, than uny other plant whatev­
er, and of course may he considered as entitled to the first 
place in value. Tlie only country where tlie Oat ia found 
wild is Abyssinia, and thence may hu considered n native. 
Maise, or Indian corn, is u native of Mexico, and was un­
known in Europe until after the discoveries of Columbus. 
The Jircttd fruit tree is a native uf the South Sea Islands, 
particularly Ot iheitc. In I7IM), Cupt. Bright succeeded in 
delivering 350 trees in a flourishing statu m the British pos- 
seisionn iu ^he West Indies, from whence they have spread 
to the other Islands. Tra is found native no where except 
in Chinn and Java, from which countries tlie world is sup­
plied. About 3,000,(MM) pounds are used annually in 
Great Britain, nnd about eight millions of pounds in the 
United Slates. Tlie Cocoa Nut is a native uf most equi­
noctial countries, nnd one of tlie most valuable of trees, 
a* n,,,.l, dull,Ina and shutter are aH'oriled by It. Cojf'ic is a 
unlive ol Arabia Felix, hut is now spread fillo lioili tlie 
East and West Indies. The use of codec is a compara­
tively modern practice; it living wholly unknown to tlie 
Greeks nno Romans. Many were the nnnthemus pro­
nounced again*) it on its introduction into England , the 
following passage is copied from nn old serm >n; “ They 
eiiunoi wail until the smoke of I lie infernal regions sur­
round lliem, lint encompass themselves witli smoke of their 
own accord, (thatof lohaeeo) and drink a poison wliicli 
God made black, that it might bear the devil's own roloi.” 
Tlie best codec is brought from Mochn in Arabin, whence 
ahoul I i (MM),(MM) ol pounds nre annually exported. St. 
Domingo furnishes from GO to 70,000,000 uf pounds year­
ly*
All the varieties of tlie Apfle nre derived fro^erali ap­
ple, which is found native in mostparianf tlie"o*ld. Tlie 
Pnch is derived from Persia, where it still grows in a un­
live state, amall, hitter, and with poisonous qualities. To- 
luicco is a native of Mexico and .South America, and late­
ly one species has lanm found in New Holland. Toliucco 
was first introduced into England from North Carolina, in 
I.jTG Ivy "’alter Raleigh. Tira quantity exported to Eng­
land from tlie United Slates is almut 22 (MM),(MM), of pounds 
inmiaily. and tlie total value of our exports of tliis article 
5.‘>(MM),(MM). Asparnyns was brought from Asin; CaMuiyr 
and Zt-ffriOS from llolitind; /Iirse liadidt from China; Itice 
from Ethiopia; Means from tlie Ea-t Indies; and Onions 
ami Garlics are natives of various places bntli in Asia and 
Africa. The Suyar Cane is a native of China, and the 
art of making sugar from it lias there been practised (rum 
the remotest antiquity. The sugar cane did not react) 
Arabia until tlie 13lh century, and was utterly unknown to 
tlie ancient Egyptians, Jews, Greeks or Romans. It was 
brought hy the Moors into Spain, and introduced into the 
West Indies and Brazil by the Spaniards and Portuguese. 
For a long time sugar was known in England only as a 
medicine; now tlie consumption amounts in that country 
to DM).(XM).(MM) annually. Of flowers, the Tulierose came 
from Java and Ceylon, the Lily from Syria, the Pink and 
Carnation from Italy, tlie Jessamine from the East Indies, 
and the Tulip from Cappadocia. This list might be ex­
tended, but I have no room at present. G.
______________ _____________________— i..u
it my duty >ou tliat tl,erc “ “ rraMure ’he iiii.
Of course she did not take it.
The merchant overheard the remark and immediately 
wrote to the father of the young man to come and take 
him home-‘for.’ laid he ‘ he will nmer make a merchant.' 
The lather, wh-t bad ever reposed iRiithdence in his *oB Was 
much gritveJ and has eaed to the city to '.e informed of fij, 
deficient**, ‘" l-y he not make a merchantF asked 
he. ‘Because he has no tact,' was the answer. *Oniy a 
d.tv or two ago, he told a lady voluntarily who was buying 
silk of him, that the goods was damaged; and I hat thtiar. 
yain. Purchasers mu,t look out for theruielces! If they ca«. 
not diacover flaws it would be foolishness in me to tell them 
of their exi-tenee.” - . . .
‘And is that all bis faults? asked the parent—‘Yet,’ 
answered the merchant, ‘i e’s very well in other respects,* 
•Then 1 love my son more than ever—and I thank you for 
telling me of the matter; I would not have hi in another 
day in your store for the world.’
" e make no comments ou the above. Whether such a 
trade as the merchant would make, is not rather tahing ad. 
eantagc of the purchaser's iynorance, than making the best
use of ones knowledge we leave to our readers to decide__
New tlnyiand Galaxy.
A sTiuciTV or Lbah Minks.—In proof of the lead mine* 
of Derbyshire having been wrought hy the Romans, we 
have the authority of Dr. Miller, who states “that in the 
war 1777 a pig of lead was found on Croniford Moor, and 
the interpretation of the inscription is ‘Tlie i.txib lent its 
inscribe* this in memory of the Emperor Adrian.. 
Several otbera have also'been found in different period*; 
one about the year 1790, weighing twelve stone, was found 
at Matlock, b aring the following inscription ;—“Ti. CL 
Tr. Lut. Br. Exarg.,” which are supposed to be the ab­
breviations of “Til-erii Claudisnds Triumviri Lutuduri 
Britannorutn Exargeutaria.” In the British Museum are 
several pigs of lead ol great antiquity, one of which ha* 
also the mark denoting it to have iteen made in the reign 
of the same Emperor.—Alining Jtetiew.
We parted from an old subscriber this week with great 
reluctance. By a reference to the old books we find that 
his name lias been on them as a subscriber to the Alexan­
dria Gazette ever since its establishment—-thirty six years 
ago; und no man w as more regular and punctual during 
all tliat time, both in calling for his paper and paying for 
it at tlie expiration of every six months. lie is a revolu­
tionary veteran, and stopped tiis paper at last, only because 
his sight hud (ailed him, und he could read no longer 
Alexandria Gazette.
A.viekican Wood slterioh to Mahogany__ We saw
standing in tlie Arcade Hall, yesterday, a well made and 
highly polished Bureau, m ide by Shaw and Tucker, St. 
Paul Street, Rochester. Tliis sample of the skill of our 
artisan* is not only highly creditable to them, but also to 
tlie city it' which they live. But aside from the skill man­
ifested in the workmanship of the Bureau, it possesses ad- 
ditional interest from the fact, that the veneering, exhibit, 
ing a polislt of the highest grade, is the product of the 
American forest, and prepared to the sculptor’s hand at 
the veneering mill of Mr. Whipple in this city. The vr. 
tittering is ol Black Walnut, and was introduced by Mr. 
Whipple as a substitute for Mahogany, about tiro yean 
since, nnd though its use is of such recent date, it Is sA 
pcrseditig Muhogany wherever it comes in competition with 
it.
It bat already become a general favorite iu Canada 
among those who seek to adorn their munsiomt with the 1 
choicest furniture. The Black Walnut is also rapidly 
coming into favor in England, though its introduction thcro 
is of quite recent tlate. This trooq, from v liicli such rate 
specimens of ail ure produced, is uhunduut nt tlie Ameri­
can forests, and though it lias hitherto suffered comparative 
neglect, it Seeing destined to a celebrity surpassing that ot 
tlie lamed Mahogany.—Roch. Daily Adv.
Mr. Rae Wilson adduces as a proof of the length of 
time during which the vital principle of vegetables may be 
prt served, the fact that a bulbous root found in the hand 
of an Egyptian mummy, where it line! been 2000 years, ger­
minated, and when put in the ground grew vigorously.— 
Record.
Botanic Experiments—Two young beech trees, plant- 
cd in the same soil, at u small distance from each other 
and equally healthy, were pitched upon ns the subjects of 
the following experiments. They were accurately measur­
ed, and us soon as the buds began to swell in the sprizy, 
the whole trunk of one was cleaned of its moss andditt 
by means of n brush and soft water. Afterwards It w»s 
washed witli a wet flannel, twice or thrice every week, till 
about the middle of summer. In autumn they were again 
measured, and tlie increase of tlie washed tree was found 
to exceed tlie other two to one.—Brattleboro' paper.
Fattening Hogs on Apples—Mr. Tucker,_ I send
you the result of my experience io fattening swine on ap- 
plea, alllmiigh far from an accurate statement. I had about 
IIMI apple trees, mostly sotir, occupying about 10 acres of 
land—the trees have licen planted from 20 Io 25 years. I 
hud 30 swine, nnd from 3(1 to 40 slioats and pigs—they 
were of tlie small Grass breed, anti in common order onor 
about (he 15th September, at which time they were turned 
into tlie orchard, where they remained until most of them 
were huteheiid, which was the latter part of November 
nnd first of December. Tlie whole amount of pork I am 
unable to state accurately, having used some in our family 
without Weighing, prolial'ly SCO lbs. I esides which 1 hutch- 
ered 5.156 II s. which was wholly fatted on apples without
uni/ grain--- Tlie polk was as good as any I ever tasted, and
I challenge any gormnnd to tell the difference between tint 
and corn fed pork. Besides tliis I sold twelve dolltrt 
worth on foot, and have about a dozen store boas in fine or­
der.
"’hat the value of ,he hoes were when I commenced 
falling I am unable to state, but n.f, J f.nn ,av< „)nf , npr> 
er saw hogs fatten any faster than they do on g„„d r,pe —. 
pies whether sweet our sour, although sweet ones ire Uv 
best----Gen. Farmer.
IIoxksty—It is well known that immorality and sin 
do not at once pollute tlie mind. They steal away the l»et- 
t> i tvr l’r”'nPtings ol our nature by slow degrees. They in-
I”.........."P ’"*’P u' oo l ,  of saving •' I.'i’m L t,Hfir *«*•»*' “’«<’ «he ear and
i /• i i* «• destruction* no hnucoG nm tn frtunsl <* i iajhi ihtn victims oh From faults to ifrcitcTy find fi-merely words of the lips. Many ' , * ,ou*e? are J,” ?U, ,,,any from destruction. Further, those who .rally t. damning cn.n,w. Thu, the culprit i< fully
have been the vicissitudes and trials of no or-! ,>,oa,,.n8.the ’>0^ and st.ip.ry.ng all the facul- continue the practice of drinking whiskey or iconMtiousof his lapse from virtue—his infamous career in
uinary kind which he has experienced, and ,lcs the »°ul. Says a traveller of the first other intoxicating liquors SWZ Az* nwa/sArr/ ac- 1,1 e P®”'of’’h-
............. .my journeying* I passed ! cord,ng to the Law of Nature; with Cbn#«z»»- ph.ra?e’.,H*Iista,*0^,<for.* mercL,aLnt’
. 1 I 11 <4 Orttylll m a l<ir*-XzirxSol\L» rsoflrwnSz* firsts
heart, not
ithout loss „f j respectability 
been his
through which he has passed 
character or friends. Religion has 
great support under them all. He has ever 
cast his cares on Him who alone could sustain 
him, and rested on Him who is the Rock of 
ages.—S. S. Journal.
through Egypt, Palestine, Mesopotamia and 
Arabia, and ultimately settled in India, where I 
lived six years. I passed twice over land to 
India, and twice back. It occupied me three
yean. The I trawled could not haw "Y ,','r7ct7c'c"„“f Vnnkmg.'alaii'bc" 'lien'ard'ed
been lea. than SO,000 rode,. I ...Ked the popu-1 DOOD 1IEALT„, „,e .rode, ot
SUNDAY SCHOLAR’S RULES.
1. I am to be present at the school, every 
Sunday morning, a few minutes before the time 
appointed for opening the school.
2. I am to come with my hands and face 
dean washed and my hair combed.
S. tarn, immediately on entering the school, 
to hang up my hat, (if a girl, bonnet,)then turn 
to my seat, kneel down, and supplicate the 
blessing of God, repeating the following prayer;
Bless me, O Lord, this day, make me hum-
.i"L"nJte?^r'‘h7?frg!’e .T71 "7" <“,not Wl,h ,o •«« »“• f'oident
hie,.,OR dwewd I „ . ,h\love- P* ,h); I “r" ^lahometan; nor are -e particularly aox- 
my .chord fello.^ „„"Z leacher., and on all ,ou. for any legi.lalion upon Ihe .object; the 
protect, and Ruide'o. th.'y g<,°'1 •!«"«‘each, root that »e a.k nur legi.lalor. tndo i. to cea,e
-y. »r.d obedient, thro g?S!,ef.1 ’l P‘ ^ai'*dg M° 1.^ bl“ ««
-ortl. Aryynrr g Je*u# Christ our think the Mahometan legislation here heiter
lous metropolitan cities of Caito, Damascus, j
oro^ro'h.hl,’ah,"n;i’"T f „<:'>o'"in:"« eno,blog upon hi, knee, welcome home tt.nlu
of neonle 1 e H ."l "h T “'""'IS !••»*>->'- ■'>.!; hc.ide. a rea-
ot people I saw could not have been less than «nil«Hi<. ° c i c . t. t r m q non non ail oi, •: * j • sonaolc share of beet steaks, legs ot M tit ton,3.(MM).000; but in all the time occupied in tra- nrM,i _______ ’
must have
Zi7v» 't' s " Z ' , I had its origin in a lamentable estimate of honesty among
A ■ ‘ d,APlWP'eXJ ’■ the , Ilftrrors and many in the community. It is b?lieved by some, we fear
burning kevers, Heart Burn, Scalded livers and too many, that to trade well, requires subtle cunning, a 
Dropsy. But whosoever on the contrary will (ready wit, and an ability to stretch conscience to a pre«z de- 
take this salutary advice, aud refrain from the without experiencing any ill effects. This
ovil I>rorti,.n ..hull kp lic'car cd " va’ first CUTrv'»* among sellers, has at length inoculated
, . nil when a purchase is to be made there is often
Ills Well Clad a sharp contest, which shall hy some concealed trickery,
F.-ord. Amen.
4. When 1 am at school, I 
and thankfully attend to the instruct^ of'Tj 
teacher and the exhortation of the superint^
dent. M
5. I am to behave with
t
veling 30,000 miles, I have not seen twenty 
drunken persons. When I landed at Ports­
mouth, England, I had not r; ent three hours, ( 
not to say three years; I had not gone thirty { 
v arils, not to say 30,000 miles: I had not seen ' 
300 people, not to say 3,000,000, when I saw 
fifty drunken persons.’’
Now we do not wish
l i l ti r b tt r 
than the Christian.* and we hope the time is not 
distant when public sentiment will banish all 
ardent spirit from the white man's country, and 
when our government will extend the same kind
seriousness, while iSL® °*C?tcir °.Wn ?hildre,n’ ‘hat they do over 
’he poor Ishmaelite beyond the river?.
cheerful fireside, blooming children, I g*t the advantage over the other. We must eonfiSV that 
tlie fault is often as prominent in the purchaser as in the 
nnrcnani.
But straightforward men, who are suspicious of no de­
signs up m them, are from this sad slate of feeling often 
dec ivwl in their bargains; and the rule that every man has 
a right to use fit* knowledge Io his Iteot advantage, lias 
been tortured without remorse into, ‘every customer must 
lie cunning enough to take care of himself, and it he be­
lieves all that is raid to him and gets cheated, so much the 
latter for the seller, and the more frail he.’ The morality 
of such reasoning must be evident to all.
Children are often sent to buy articles for their parents, 
and the very fact of a child’s being sent, is pritna facie evi ’ 
deuce in most cases that tile buyer reposes confidence it, the 
honesty of tire seller. Many, however, glory in putting off 
an article of interior quality upon children.
I he followingybcZ and the connecting circumstances, will 
lx-ar testimony to «nir assertion that the tide of which we 
are speaking has betrayed men, who would shrink from the 
accusation ol dishonesty, into acts which at least bear the 
complexion of culpability.
A gentleman from the country placed his son with a dry 
goods nterehant in —- street. For a time all w ent on 
well. At length a lady came into the store to purchase a 
silk dress, and the young man waited upon her. The price 
demanded was agreed to, and he proceeded to fold the 
good*. He .discovered before he l.ad finished, a flaw in the
Bread, butter, tea and collee; and at Christ­
mas, a fat goose and a tidy little plum pud­
ding.— Eng. paper.
M I S C E I. L A N Y.
cHBMurrar,
aff°rding eridence of the wisdom of God. 
ater is universal; but it is tire only beverage universal­
ly relished—the bust adapted to allay thirst. It is more 
l*'e *'C*1 ,na,,’s palate than the choicest wines.
I he first and Ihe last cry of the patient, parched with fe­
ver, is for cold water. The weary traveller in a thirstv 
an , amished and ready to expire, would give kingdoms 
for a drop of cold water.
II en'l,leui of purity. The waters were trou­
bled to heal the sick at the pool of Siloam. Next to pure
Tki001 ranl‘ co't*’ RU'dring, living water, at the 
mr \ ° Car 1 ' COTn^ort’ The most common, it is the
*-11 "’v most precious, it is the .most freeof all the goods of lift. Lawg enUi, othcr pro^.rty_wa.
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